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CITY GOVERNMENT, JANUARY 6, 1919.
The meeting was called to order in the Opera House,
by Mayor Leach, at 7.45 o'clock in the evening.
The oath of office was administered by City Clerk
Goss to Mayor elect Edward G. Leach and Councilmen
elect Harold A. Benson of Ward One, Docite J. Rous-
seau, of Ward Two, D. Dunbar Seamans of W^ird Three.
Prayer was offered by Rev. John E. Finen.
Mayor Leach gave the following address:
Mayor Leach's Inaugural.
The record of our Country for the year 1918 will take
its place in History as the most wonderful and far-reach-
ing in its benefit to mankind of any that it has been our
privilege to be a part of. Instead of a Nation, with a
reputation among foreign powers of being so devoted to
Peace and the making of money that we would not inter-
fere in foreign wars no matter how righteous the princi-
ples at stake, we have come to be looked upon by all of
Europe as having entered the war with no selfish motive
or interest and asking no recompense except to make the
world hereafter safe for all people desiring Freedom. We
are generally conceded to have been the decisive fac-
tor in the great World W^ar and our soldiers without
previous military experience have demonstrated their su-
periority over the trained soldiers of the most powerful
army engaged in the war. And when the fighting ceases
all countries look to us to give them food to prevent starv-
ation and hasten to plead for our good ofiices to help se-
cure them in their new-found liberty.
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Few of us, one year ago, dreamed that such rcsuhs
could be accomplished in one short year.
It lias been made j^ossible of accomplishment only by
the united self-sacrificing, patriotic spirit of our entire
people. In all this work for the prosecution of the war,
I am glad to say, our citizens have always been found in
the front rank.
Our fathers, sons and brothers have answered their
country's call for the fittest, without faltering. Not one
has shown a acIIow streak and attempted to evade the
call.
We have answered ever}' call for financial help by go-
ing handsomely over the top in each case.
Our women through the Red Cross and other organi-
zations have labored unceasingly to furnish all comforts
possible to the boys carrying the guns, many having
volunteered to give i>ersonal services as nurses.
While we who have remained at home will always feel
a satisfaction in recalling any service we may have
rendered, let us ever feel gratitude towards those of us
who were selected for the most dangerous tasks and
risked their lives for the cause of Freedom. Let us feel
the same obligation hereafter for the boys in khaki that
we have always in years past had for the boys in blue.
Their names should be made a permanent record in
the archives of our city and a suitable tal)lct hereafter
erected to their memory. 1 recommend that a list of all
soldiers who went from h'ranklin be priiUed in this or
next year's city report with llieir services and a bound
coi)y 1)e given to eacli or lo liis nearest relati\e if he is
deceased. If the Council api)ro\e such action, 1 would
have a committee ap])ointed to gather the necessary facts
as to service and supervise the printing of the lists. At
some future tiiue when we can be sure the list is com-
l)lete, 1 would recommend that a tablet be erected in the
City Hall or the adjacent gromuls with their niunes and
service engraved thereon.
When the returned soldiers shall have formed an or-
ganization similar to the Crand .\rmy, 1 would entleavor
to make some arrangement with the Crand Army so they
could have joint U'-i- of the Memorial llall, heretofore
used by the Crand Anuv in tlie Citv llall buildiiiij. It
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may not be generally known that this building was to be
known as Memorial Hall when erected and a special hall
provided for the accommodation of our Civil War veterans
as a more suita1)lc memorial than a Soldiers' Monument.
They have gathered there many relics of the Civil War,
very few of them remain with us—and hardly enough, I
fear, to fill the offices provided by the laws of the order.
I am sure that some arrangement could be made with the
Grand Army so our soldiers in this war could either be-
come members of the Grand Army or if a new organiza-
tion is more desired, that a joint use could be made of
this Hall and the accomodations connected. I feel sure
the Council will join with me in granting the free use of
these accommodations to any such organization under any
arrangement satisfactory to the Grand Army.
We owe an additional duty to our returning soldiers.
To render such aid as is possible in providing them with
remunerative employment. Let us not forget that they
have not only risked their lives for us but that while do-
ing so, those who have filled their places have in many
cases received weekly wages equal to the soldiers' month-
ly wages.
I believe our employers of labor in Franklin are patrio-
tic enough to give back his job to every returning soldier
who wants it and that he will be notified to that effect
before he can ask for it. I trust also that every man who
filled a soldier's position wlien he was called to service
will offer the returned soldier to resign in his favor. So
far as city employment is involved, I recommend that pre-
ference be given in all departments to the returned sol-
dier when competent tO' fill the position.
There is another matter in which it seems to me that
courtesy of the soldier demands the attention of our rep-
resentatives to the Legislature. I refer to the proposed
amendments to the Federal Constitution regarding Prohi-
bition and Woman Suffrage. The question involved is not
whether we shall have Prohibition and W^oman's Suf-
frage in this State, but whether the State shall be de-
prived of the power to decide these questions for itself.
We already have Prohibition in this State which has been
so effectually enforced in this city that the State Officer
for its enforcement has sent a congratulatorv note to our
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City Marshal. A\'oman's Suffrage has been repeatedly
defeated in our Legislature and can be secured now in
this State without this amendment to the Federal Con-
stitution.
It would be difficult to raise two questions that would
interest our soldiers more than these ; one materially re-
duces the power of his vote, the other takes away from
many, much of the social enjoyment of life.
These questions should l)e submitted to vote of the peo-
ple at the next general election. Action by the Legis-
lature does not give a fair expression of the people of the
State. The Constitution provides for equality of repre-
sentation, yet the Statute which gives one Representative
to towns of 600 population and 100 for each succeeding
representative results in giving the voter in small towns
double the voting ])ower of voters in city wards and large
towns.
To illustrate: The population of the towns of Hill,
Salisbury, Webster and Dunbarton is less than Ward 2
or 3 in Franklin. Yet these towns have four votes on
these questions and \\'ard 2—with more ])0|nilation has
but 2. Again the a'l)ove towns with Canterbury and New-
bury have less ])oi)ulation than \\'ard 7 Concord. Yet
these six towns and six votes in the Legislature and
W'ard 7—with more population only 3. Tt was only
througli this inequality of representation that the license
law was rc])ealed at tlic last Session.
Since tliis war was waged to make the world safe for
Democracy, why not begin by giving those who have
made it safe, a chance to vote on vital (piestions like this
and to vote in such a wa\- that every soldier's vote shall
count as much, at least, as the slacker's, who remaiTied at
home and did nothing?
The effect of the war has been felt during the year in
city affairs mostly in a considerable increase in tlic cost
of labor and all supplies and in the expenses incident to
food production, the amount of which T ha\e not had time
to compute as the same will ajipear in the city report. The
year will be long remembered as one in which labor re-
ceived by a large per cent the liighest wage c\er paid. Tt
was my first idea to j^ostpone the work on the Andover
State road on account of the high cost of labor and ma-
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terials. The State Highway Department was so urgent
to have the work done and the condition of the road so
bad, the Council decided to go ahead. In this work the
State paid one-half the expense. This being a trunk line
from Franklin to Lebanon, the State is anxious to com-
plete it as quickly as possible and as they pay one-half
the expense, I trust we may continue the work to some
extent the coming year. How much we should do should
depend in part what the town of Andover will do. Her
citizens use the road as much as ours, and they did nothing
in their town last year, but if we continue work on this
line, Andover should construct a piece in their town. The
part completed by us extends from the Carr bridge to
some 300 feet beyond the under pass which gives a good
state road to Webster lake. We have also completed the
last link in the State road to Hill. This road has been
kept as good during the year as any of our State roads in
this vicinity.
The State Highway Department have suggested to me
that they plan the coming year to rebuild the Tilton road
from the top of Willow Hill to Tilton village, 18 feet
wide, of the same material as our new Central street road,
at an estimated cost of $45,000. Of this amount they ex-
pect to get $15,000 from the United States and the State
and Town of Tilton to pay the balance if we will appro-
priate $3,000. I have informed them that I would recom-
mend favorable action to the council on such a proposition,
if made. The report will show an over payment on the
highway appropriation. This is accounted for by the pur-
chase of two trucks, pair of horses and car of tar or oil,
on hand and unused. This department has felt the high
cost of labor more than any other.
The change to no license on July 1, has been felt mostly
in the loss of about $5,000 revenue, formerly received
from licenses. A material reduction will have to come
ihis year in our valuation from loss of liquor stocks in
trade, andjdecrease in valuation of real estate caused by
loss of. or large decrease in rents. The loss of value r.
hotel property is most marked. One of our hotels has
been wholly closed since Aug. 1, and the owner unable
to sell or lease ; another, the owner gave up to the mort-
gagee, sacrificing about $5,000 from the price paid a year
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l>efore, and in the third, the dining room has been closed
until Jan. 1. the proprietor having been trying to sell his
lease without success. The loss from some dozen men be-
ing thrown out of business has not been felt so much on
account of the scarcity of labor and the starting up of the
box shop at {|bout this time, employing an equal amount
of help. The tendency of high prices of labor increasing
the cost of repairs, without a corresponding increase of
rents, has been to depress the values of real estate gen-
erally. I doubt if the assession will be able to keep up
the valuation to that of las^ year. This means a loss of
revenue of course on the same rate of taxation. We
should bear this in mind in making appropriations.
The past year will also be long remembered for the in-
fluenza epidemic which was the most fatal in results of
any that I can recall, the fatalities exceeding the ratio of
loss of life of those engaged in actual warfare. This was
made worse by the absence of three of our physicians in
the army.
This has considerably increased the expenses of tlie
year, how much I am unable at present to state. The
promi)tness with which an additional physician from out-
side was summoned and the Hotel taken over as an addi-
tional hospital, I have no doubt saved many lives. Great
credit is due to the physicians, the Red Cross, the volun-
teers, nurses and assistants, and to those who furnished
food and help, without charge, many of them risking
their lives in the work. In behalf of the City of Franklin
I wish to extend my sincere tlianks to all who i>artici-
pated in this work and have ma<le a record for l^'ranklin
in the handling of this epidemic that com])aves favorably
with any city or town in the state.
For several years the city has paid $180 per year for a
dump. This is the interest at 4 per cent, on $4,500. The
owners asked the council to raise the price to $25 per
month. The Council believed it good business to buy
several acres of swamj) mostly covered with water for the
sum of $100 on which was wood worth $50. on the An-
dover road, just above the outlet of the Lake and l)elow
the uiideq)ass. The idea was to redrain this land and
get rid of a bad moscjuito nest; covering the refuse with
soil so that fxentually it wotild have the sam« appearance
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as the driveway around the skating pond at Odell Park.
A very few citizens have expressed disapproval on ac-
count of its prol)ably unsightly appearance. This objec-
tion is one that can be easily remedied and I believe the
Council would be disposed to keep it, especially during
the months of summer travel, in such condition that there
could be no reasonable cause of complaint.
I know of no occasion to make special reference to any
of the departments as their transactions will fully appear
in the City Report.
Resources and Liabilities.
Liabilities.
Lucie H. Odell, note. 5,000 00
Nesmith School, Central Heating
Plant and Park Bonds, payable
June 1, 1927, 30,000 00
Memorial Hall and Sewer Exten-
sion Bonds, payable October 1.
1928, 50,000 00
Water Works Refunding Bonds,
payable October 1, 1921, 80,000 00
Trustees of Trust Funds : Ceme-
tery Trust Funds, 19,196 00
Odell Memorial Arch Fund. 2,000 00
Water Works note of Mar. 1. 1916, 16,000 00
Central Street Improvement Loan, 33,000 00
State Aid Construction, balance to
1919 account, 807 IZ
Trunk Line Maintenance, balance
to 1919 account, 1,860 04
State Aid Maintenance, balance to
1919 account, 259 76
Sanbornton Road, balance to 1919
account, 308 70
Overdue Coupons, 114 75
-$240,546 98
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Resources.
Due from State Trunk Line Con-
struction, State Aid Maintenance
and State Aid Construction accounts, 624 05
Due from tax list, 1917, 117 91
Due from tax list, 1918, 6,430 42
Cash in treasury, 11,345 89
Balance indebtedness, 222,028 71
$240,546 98
Net debt, Dec. 31, 1917, 232,455 86
Net debt, Dec. 31, 1918. 222,028 71
Decrease of debt, 1918, $10,427 15
The City Clerk informs me this is the largest reduction




Total appropriations, 129,844 42
Abatements, 1916 tax list, 39 10
Abatements, 1917 tax list, 144 55
Abatements, 1918 tax list, 642 28
Discounts, 1917 tax list, 1 63
Discounts, 1918 tax list, 2,910 99
Highways, overdrawn, 3,730 40
Garbage Removal, overdrawn, 131 95
Memorial Hall, overdrawn, 361 61
Street Lighting, overdrawn. 107 38
Food Production, overdrawn. 605 05
Spanish Influenza, no appropriation. 463 7i
State of New Hampshire, Trunk
Line Maintenance. 1916 account, 8 75
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Unless some unforseen expense shall arise, I trust we
may do as well the coming year.
During the year the Council has been deprived by
death of two of its most valued members, John Oscar
Poor, and Henry Roulx. Each had, during their service,
acted with fidelity to their trust and shown themselves to
be well worthy of the trust placed upon them by their
constituents. Their memory lias been perpetuated with the
regrets of their fellow members at their loss l)y suitable
resolutions placed upon our records.
I congratulate the Council on the harmony that has
existed in our deliberations during the year and the evi-
dence displayed by each of you that you have acted
faithfully and according to your best judgment in all
matters coming before you. 1 feel sure the same condi-
tions will continue in our deliberations for the comir.g
year.
To the citizens of Franklin I wish to extend my heart-
felt thanks for the expression of your continued confi-
dence as shown by my unanimous nomination by both
political parties for a second term as your Mayor and
your election of me by a very satisfactory vote.
It is my hope that my action as Mayor, the coming
year may be ccjually satisfactory. To such a result T
pledge my best efforts.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Organized January 6, 1919.
CITY COUNCIL
Mayor.
Klected anniitlly on the fourth Tuesday of NovemI)er. Salary |200 a year.
Edward G. Leach.
Councilmen.
Electerl by wards for three years. One memiber






JVard 2—Arthur L. Edmunds
Francis T. Douphinett.
Docite J. Rousseau
JVard 3—John W. Gerry
Wieeiam S. Stewart
D. Dunbar Seamans
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Standing Committees of the City Council, 1919.
Highways—Stewart, Bknson, Edmunds.
Sewers—Rousseal-, Riley. Benson.
Fire Department—Edmunds, Seamans, Douphinett.
Police—Stewart, Gerry, Benson.
Schools—Aiken, Seamans. Stewart.
Public Lands and Buildings—Seamans, Rousseau, Ed-
munds.
Ordinances—Gerry, Aiken, Rousseau.
Street Lighting—Douphinett, Seamans, Aiken.
Cemeteries—Riley, Douphinett, Gerry.
Claims—Edmunds, Benson, Ayken.
Finance—The Mayor, Stewart, Rousseau.
City Clerk.
Elpcted annually by the City Council. Salary $1100 a year
Irving V. Goss.
City Solicitor.
Elected annually by the City Council. Acting without salary.
Edward G. Leacii.
Treasurer.
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary ?1.">0 a year.
Fr.\nk Proctor.
Assessors. "
EIe<'ted annually by the t'lly ('(nincll. Salary $175 a year each.
George S. D/wknpokt, George F. Gar.neau,
GlI.UKKT ( ".. I'*i:i,l.()WS.
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Overseer of the Poor,
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary ^100 a year.
Irving V. Goss.
Highway Commissioner.
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $1200 a year
James C. Novv^ell.
Janitor of Memorial Hall.
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $400 a year.
Squire Durham.
Tax Collector.
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $300 a year.
John Manchester.
Janitor of Heating Plant.
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $600 a year.
Squire Durham.
Board of Water Commissioners.
Two members elected annually by the City Council for three years.
No salary. Salary of Clerk $200 a year.
Term Expires.
Warren M. Draper January 5, 1920
Jason Kidder January 5, 1920
Alvah W. Sueloway January 3, 1921
Thomas F. Clieeord January 3, 1921
*Frank N. Parsons (clerk) January 2, 1922
George D. Mowe January 2, 1922
tiRviNG V. Goss January 2, 1922
* Resigned December 15, 1919.
I
Elected December 15, 1919.
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Superintendent of Water Works.
Appointed by the Water Comiulssloneis.
Harry E. Lyon.
City Physician.
Elpotod anminlly l).v th(! City Conncil. Salary .'?r)0 ppr year.
Ervin T. Drakiv.
Board of Park Commissioners.
Rstabllshcd Marcli 3, l!)i;!. One meinhor elwteil annually by the C^lty
Counoil for flirce years. No salary.
Term Expires.
Frank Proctor March 3, 1920
Edward G. Leach March 3, 1921
Mrs. Herman J. Odeij, March 3, 1922
Board of Health.
Klected annually by the City Council. Salary of first, ?200: second $50;
third, $25.




.\ppolntO(l annually by the Mayor. Salary $100 per yenr.
Harry F. Davis.
Trustees of Public Library.
Two elected annually by the (^ty Council for three years. No salary.
Term Expires.
Harry P. Swett January 5, 1920
Walter F. Dueey January 5, 1920
Miss Anna G. Blodgett January 3, 1921
Miss Mary A. Proctor January 3, 1921
Frank N. Parsons January 2, 1922
Warren F. Danieee January 2, 1922
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Tree Warden.
Elpctetl annually l)y the City Council. No siilary.
Warren F. Daniell.
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber.
Appointed Annu:illy.
Harry E. Colby, Lewis Russell,
George S. Davenport, Charles E. Douphinett,
Edmond J. Garneau, Charles P. Muncy.
Milk Inspector.
Appointed by the Boari of Health.
Francis A. Bakeman.
Trustees of Trust Funds for the City of Franklin.
Elected annually by the City Council. No salary.
Term Expire.^.
Warren F. Daniell September 13, 1920
Richard W. Sulloway September 13, 1921
Omar A. '1'owne September 13, 1922
POLICE DEPARTMENT
City Marshal.
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $1200 a year
John Manchester.
Police.
Appointed by the City Council. Compensation, $3.00 per day.
Louis Bassett.
Special Police Officers.
Elected by City Council upon recommendation of City Marshal.



























Appointed by the Governor and Council. Salary $400 per year.
Term expires February 2, 1921.
Omar A. Towne.
Clerk.
Appointed by the Justice. Salary $150 per year.
Edward L. Welch.
Probation Officer.
Appointed by the Justice. Salary $100 per year.
Augustus B. Sawyer.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
One chief an<l two iifislstaut engineers electe«l annually by the City
Council. Salary, chief engineer $150 and 75c per hour for
services at fires ; assistant engineers $50 a year each




James W. Huntoon, John E. Cunningham.
Firemen.
Appoliitctl hy tlic cuKiiieers. Salary $25 a year cacli, and 50c per hour
for all services.
Hose Company, No. 1.
Cai'T. Xi:i) Fla.ndkrs, 10 men.
Steamer and Hose Company.
Cm'T. Edc.ak M. Whkki.kr, 15 men.
Hook and Ladder Company.
Cai'T. Amkdos Roi'SSivAi', 15 men.
Superintendent of Fire Alarm.
Klccted liy the City Council. Salary $.">() a year.
Harry W. Buri,::igh.
Blower of Fire Alarm Test.




Elected biennially by the ward.
Moderator—George S. Davenport.




Elected biennially by the ward.
Moderator—Francis T. Douphinett.
Elected biennially by the ward.
Ward C/fcT/^—ttJames P. Maloney.
*tLEANDER J. SEYLER.
WARD THREE.
Elected biennially by the ward.
Moderator—Albert E. James.
















Died February 13, 1919.
•j-Appointed March 3, 1919.
f'^Resigned November 3, 1919.
•^Appointed Deoewber 1, 1919.
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Supervisors of the Check-Lists.
Elected bieunially by the ward.
WARD ONE.
Thomas L. Riley, Harry E. Richardson,
Charles H. Nichols.
WARD TWO.
Pierre SavoiE, George C. Gage,
Philip Rousse-vu.
WARD THREE.
William H. Martin, Alexander H. Hebert,
Walter Earle Goss.
Board of Education.
One member elected annually for a three year term, at special
meetings held for that purpose. No salary.
Term expires.
Alice M. Shepard January 4, 1921
William W. Edwards January 3, 1922
John E. Finen Januar}- 2, 1923
FINANCIAL REPORT.
VALUATION OF THE CITY OF FRANKLIN,
APRIL 1, 1919.
1573 Polls
Improved and unimproved land and build-
ings $3,099,625 00
366 Horses 42,335 00
9 Asses and Mules 1,025 00
3 Oxen 400 00
418 Cows 27,935 00
50 Other Neat Stock 2,115 00
53 Sheep 530 00
42 Hogs 1,400 00
350 Fowls 370 00
491 Vehicles and Automobiles 169,725 00
7 Portable Mills 750 00
4 Boats and Launches 500 00
Wood, Lumber, etc 22,050 00
Stock in Public Funds 1,850 00
Stock in Banks and other Corporations in
this State 56,648 00
Money on hand at interest or on deposit. . . . 31,294 00
Stock in Trade 4,022,945 00
Mills, Carding Machines and Factories and
their Machinery 1,902,350 00
$6,383,847 00
Less Soldiers' Exemptions 9,920 00
$6,373,927 00
Taxes Assessed.
State Tax 24,462 00
State Tax for Recognition of War Service.. 5,436 00
County Tax '. 10.164 95
School Monev. by law 10,387 50
Public Library 3,200 00
To Meet Appropriations 91,000 00
Bearing Money 6,668 87
151,319 32
APPROPRIATIONS.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen.
A resolution relating to the appropriations for the year
1919.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin,
as follows:




Water debt, bonds $2,800 00
Water Works, note of March 1,
1916 653 34
Memorial Hall and Sewer Ex-
tension bonds 1.750 00
Nesmith School, etc., Bonds... 1,050 00
Temporary Loans 800 00
Cemetery Trust Funds 800 00
Overdue Coupons 114 75
Odell Memorial Arch Fund... 80 00
Odell Park Cottage Fund 80 00
Central St. Improvement Loan. 1,320 00
$9,448 09
Cit> Poor $950 00
Fire Department 7,000 00
I-lio-hway Department 15.000 00
Sidewalks 1 .200 00
Memorial Hall 1.000 00
Memorial Day 200 00
Public Library 3,200 00
Police 3.200 00
Salaries 3.150 00
Street Lighting 7,900 00
State Tax. . . 24,462 00
APrROPRlATlONri, 27
State Tax. for Recognition of War Service. . 5,436 00
County Tax T 10,164 95
Sewer Maintenance 800 00
Moth Account 1,000 00
State Aid Construction 2,820 00
Trunk Line Construction 2,500 00
Trunk Line Maintenance 2,500 00




Garbage Removal 850 00
Odell Park 500 00
Heating Plant 1,500 00
Leighton Road 300 00
Food Production 300 00
Central Street Improvement Loan 3,000 00
Sewers. 500 00
Soldiers' Reception 2,500 00
To Apply on Debt 7,500 00
$163,731 04
Passed May 20. 1919.
Approved,
E. G. LEACH, Mayor.
EXPENDITURES.




















May 20, Total Appropriations $9,448 09
Paid-
Water Works, Bonds. $2,800 00
Water Works, note of
March 1. 1916 to
Tan. 1, 1920 906 68 -
1007 I^.onds 1.050 00
1908 Bonds 1,750 00
I'emporary Loans . . . 468 54
Cemetery Trust Funds 755 S7





ment Loan 1,320 00
Balance to transfer ac-
count unexpended . 237 00
$9,448 09 $9,448 09
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.
HIGHWAY COMMISSIONER'S REPORT.
To the Mayor and City Council of Franklin:
I herewith submit my report as Highway Commissioner
for the year 1919:
The past year proved to be the most difficult of any
in my experience to keep highways in repair.
Frosts coming out of the ground in the early Spring
did a great deal of damage to all roads, especially to
those constructed of macadam.
Heavy rains caused serious and expensive washouts on
Smith hill, Sanborn hill, Winnipiseogee street. Cross
Road and Sanborn road, early in the season, and during
the months of Septeml>er and October all that had been
accomplished by repairs was more than overcome by al-
most continuous rains.
The following is an itemized account of work done
during the year.
On the Merrimack Valley Boulevard from the Bosca-
wen line north, all curves were banked with crushed
stone and bound with Standard binder. 300 feet of the
roadway was picked up, graded and bound with Stan-
dard binder. The entire distance from the Boscawen
line to the Kenrick farm, except the Orphans' Home
Road, so called, the roadway was spiked up, graded, rolled
and treated with two coats of road oil, and sand.
South Main St. from Anderson Ave. to Depot St., was
s])iked up. redressed with crushed stone. From the Con-
gregational Church to the Junction of Main and Central
Streets tlic roadway was spiked up and redressed with
crushed stone.
From the Kenrick residence to the road north of the
residence of \Vm. H. Nelson, a distance of about 10700
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feet, the roadway was covered with Tarvia B and sand.
Webster St.. from North Main St. to Summit St.. a
distance of 900 feet was picked up and redressed with
stone. Continuing on Webster St., clay pockets of a
total length of about 200 feet, were excavated, filled with
coarse field stone and covered with crushed stone. The
entire roadway from No. Main street to the Carr bridge,
a distance of about 5000 feet was covered with Tarvia B
and sand.
450 feet in length of the Cheney Hill road was spiked
up and redressed with crushed stone, and Cheney street
from Bow St. to Glenwood Avenue was covered with
Tarvia B and sand.
Smith St. was spiked Uj). redressed with stone and
treated with Tarvia B and sand.
The following streets were covered with Tarvia B and
sand.
Memorial Street.
River St. from School St. to W. High St.
Franklin St. from Central St. to Winnipiseogee St..
about 1800 feet.
Prospect St. from Central t o Auburn streets a dis-
tance of 1800 feet.
Beech St. from Prospect St. to Elm .\venue.
Central St. from Sanborn St. to the Tilton town line,
about 5200 feet.
Franklin St. from Central to School streets was spiked
up and redressed with crushed stone.
Prospect St. from Central St. to Spring St. was spiked
up and redressed with crushed rock, and Central St, from
Sanborn bridge to Clark St. was similarly repaired.
Bridges.
Sanborn bridge was newly planked with .S inch hem-
lock, covered with a layer of 1 inch boards upon which a
coat of concrete was applied.
The Daniell bridge was newly planked with 2 inch
hemlock.
Both the Oaniell and Sanborn bridges were ])ainlo(l.
One half of the Needle Sliop l)ridge was rcplanked
and new stringers installed.
Two bridges near tlu- Webster Birthplaoi-, the v'^ucker
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Brook bridge and the bridg'e on the Bennett road were
practically rebuilt.
Trunk Link Construction. Andover Road.
About 3200 feet in length and 21 feet in width of the
roadway, is completed, and all culverts and buttresses are
constructed. 1200 feet of the balance of the road lias
been covered with t'he first coat of gravel and the re-
maining 600 feet is graded and ready to be covered with
gravel, clay and sand.
JAMES C. NOWELL, Commissioner.
Auto Trucks, Horses, Carts, Tools, etc., in Highway De-
partment as Estimated December 31, 1919.
1 G. M. C. Auto Truck $2,000 00
2 One Ton Republic Auto Trucks 2,500 00
5 Horses 800 00
Halters, Blankets, Whiffletrees, Neck
Yokes, etc -. 30 00
3 Two Horse Sleds 90 00
1 One Horse Sled 15 00
4 Snow Rollers 160 00
7 Snow Plows 225 00
3 Two Horse Carts 225 00
1 One Horse Dump Cart 25 00
1 Road Machine 100 00
2 Street Sprinklers 250 00
1 Steam Roller 1,000 00
1 Crusher Plant with Engine 1.000 00
1 Steam Drill and Drills! 70 00
1 Steam Pump 25 00
1 Mud Scraper 75 00
1 Street Sweeper 10 00
1 Tar Kettle 80 00
3 Road Drags (wood) 9 00
1 Road Drag (iron) 15 00
4 Sets Double Harness 100 00
1 Dump Cart Harness • 5 00
1 Single Heavy Harness 10 00
2 Diaphragm Pumps with Hose 25 00
32 CITY OF FR.\NKLIN.
20 00
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT. 33
100 feet Steel Corners for Cement Curb 5 00
7 Small Manhole Bases and Grates ....
Ladders for B. T. M
2 Levels
600 Tons Rock for Macadam
Garbage Wagon





1 Coil Rope. 300 ft. 3-8
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Paid :—
Transfer from vState Aid Mainte-
nance
Transfer from Trunk Line Con-
struction
Transfer from State Aid Construc-
tion
Transfer from Surface Drains
Transfer from Food Production. . .
Transfer from Fire Dept., ditteren-
ces on telephone and lig"hts. . . .
Balance to Transfer Account over-
drawn
General Repairs 19,504 93
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Towne & Robie. adv
H. \V. Burleigh, rq)airs
Keegan & French, supi)hes
Buffalo Steam Roller Co., supplies
for steam roller
Edward G. Colby, blacksmithing. . . .
H. E. Colby, repairs
0. O. Thompson, supplies and repairs
Geo. B. Morrison, supplies
May 5, Pay roll, week ending April 12
Pay roll, week ending April 19. . . .
Pay roll, week ending April 26
Pay roll, week ending May 3
Peter Dana, grain
N. Ff. Orphans' Home, straw
F. II. Kelley , stone
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights.
Boston & Maine R. R., freig*ht on
supplies
E. G. Colby, blacksmithing
Keegan & French, su[)plies
Benson .\uto Co.. su])i)lies and re-
l)airs
June 2, Pay roll, week ending May 10
Pay roll, week ending May 17
Pay roll, week ending May 24
Pay roll, week ending May 31
J. G. Wells, Engineer on steam roller
Boston & Maine R. U. freight on
Scarilier for roller
.Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co.. grain..
Merrimack I*\iel & Vccd Co., coal..
Win. II. Martin, iron rail on h^vmk-
lin street
W ni. II. Martin. re])airs on rt)ller. . .
State Highway Depl., use of roller..
r*enn. Metal Co.. cuKert pipe
Towne \ kobie, adw "llorses for
sale" 1 00
Xational Ivxpress C%>., express on
parts for roller 2 04
Acme K. M <K- X. Co., labor 70
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT. 37
6 50
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Pay roll, week cndin^ij -^i-iK- 2 175 16
Reul)en Morrill, fence posts 10 50
Henry F. Keniston. shoeing- horses.. 11 25
H. F. Tilton, hay 65 90
Boston & Maine R. R.. freight on
street broom 50
Ernest J. Xedeau, i)ainting signs. ... 23 55
G. O. Thomi)son. su])])lies and repairs 3 35
Franklin Light & Power Co.. lights.
July . .^ ". ... 1 70
C. P. Stevens, supplies 103 48
Benson Auto Co.. repairs and supj)lies 243 92
E. G. Colby, blacksmithing 62 45
Sept. 3, I^ay roll, week ending- Aug. 9 279 80
Pay roll, week ending- Aug. 16 226 91
Pay roll w^eek ending Aug. 23 172 25
Pay roll, week ending Aug. 30 84 50
Chadwick & Kidder, lumber 8 64
Cameron Sissons, stone 18 23
Central Garage, repairs and supplies. 5 85
Charles E. Douphinett. coal 33 84
H. E. Colby, repairs 7 78
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., grain.. 75 60
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co.. coal.. 125 21
Leonard C. Leighton, stone 58 57
Charles B. Dole, stone 46 38
Keegan & French, sujyplies 92 23
Benson Auto Co., rei)airs and supjiliis 62 65
Oct. 6, Pay roll, week ending Sept. 6 67 12
l^iv roll, week ending Sept. 13.... 69 14
Pay roll, week ending Se])t. 20 89 21
Pay roll, week ending Sejyt. 27 ^K) 01
Pay roll, week ending Oct. 4 108 90
Franklin Light & Power Co., lam])s 1 50
Franklin Light & Power Co.. lights
Aug. and Sept 4 96
Peter Dana, grain 1 19 90




L. M. Pike iK: Sf)n. concreting gutters
on Prospect St. and work at Re-
publican Bridge 420 0^)
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Chas B. Dole, stone 80 94
Central Ganigc, labor and supplies..
Beaupre Bros, iron for drags
H. E. Colby, repairs
Henry F. Keiiiston, shoeing horses. .
G. O. Thompson, supplies and repairs
E. G. Colby, blacksmithing
Judkins & VVallace. supplies and labor
Benson Auto Co., supplies and repairs
Nov. 3. Pay roll, week ending Oct. 11
Pay roll, week ending Oct. 18
Pay roll, week ending Oct. 25
Pay roll, week ending Nov. 1
Olin H. Chase, chauffeur's license
for J. C. Nowell 2nd
L. J. Cherrier, valves and labor. . . .
L. M. Pike & Son, repairing road-
way near Daniell Bridge
H. E. Colby, repairs
Charles B. Dole, stone
Chas E. Douphinett, coal for crusher
G. O. Thompson, supplies and repairs
Keegan & French, supplies
Dec. 2. Pay roll, week ending Nov. 8
Pay roll, week ending Nov. 15
Pay roll, week ending Nov. 22
Pay roll, week ending Nov. 29
Griffin Drug Co., etlier and sponge. .
G. O. Thompson, repairs and supplies
Central Garage, spark plugs
Henry F. Keniston, shoeing horses. .
Benson Auto Co.. supplies and re-
pairs
15, Pay roll, week ending Dec. 6
Pay roll, week ending Dec. 13
C. L. Eddy, medicine for horses. . . .
Harry E. Elliott, stone
Leon C. Thompson, repairing street
sweeper
Mrs. E. S. Edmunds, hay
B. F. Kimball, stone
G. O. Thompson, supplies and repairs
2 25
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A. S. Eastman, repairing tools 1 00
II. E. Colby, repairs 8 41
Franklin Light & Power Co.. lights
Oct. and Nov . . 8 12
C. n. Hinds, damage to cottage by
blasting 4 50
Keegan & French, supplies 7 25
r^eter Dana, grain. Nov 109 70
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co.. grain
vSept. and October 152 10
Prescott's Garage, use of auto 75
Prescott's Garage, gasoline from
June 12th to date 893 78
C. P. Stevens, supplies 8 70
Benson Auto Co., supplies and rei>airs 29 78
Elmer D. Kelley, labor and teams re-
pairing Gerrish road 145 51
\Vinnef>esaukee & Central N. H. Tel
Co's., sen-ice for year 15 07
James C. Nowell, salary as Highway





Feb. 3, Pay roll, week ending Jan. 4 $205 76
Pay roll, week ending Jan. 11 126 90





Apr. 7. E. C. & E. W. Leach, insurance cov-
ered bridge $27 50
Mav 5, Acme K. M. iS: N. Co.. repairs 1 SS
Chadwick & Kidder. lumber 282 00
IIIGIIWAV DKPARTMENT. 41
Tune 2. L. ]M. Pike & Son. concreting Re-
publican and Sanborn bridges.. 192 75
Tulv 7. Chadwick & Kidder, lumber 42 24
Lewis H. Russell. 17447 ft. Spruce
lumber at $43 750 22
Sept. 3. Henry L. Emery, lumber 96 64
Oct. "6. E. G. & E. W. Leach, insurance, cov-
ered bridge 62 50
Cliadwick & Kidder, lumber 11 07
Xov. 3, The C. B. N. M. Co., bridge stringers 182 80
Chadwick & Kidder, lumber 67 50
Dec. 15, E. G. & E. W. Leach, insurance cov-




\lay 20, Appropriation $1,200 00
Received :
—
Cash from Leach & Proctor 20 18
Paid :- -
Oct. 6, Pav roll, week ending!
Sept. 13, grading. . . $19 50




L. M. Pike & Son, recov-
ering and construc-
ting walks 1,424 10
Balance to transfer ac-
count, overdrawn . . 232 04
$1,452 22 $1,452 22
SEWERS.
1919.
May 20, Appropriation $500 00
Received :
For Sewer permits 47 00
For Sewer rentals 4 00
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For labor M 20
Paid :—
Feb. 3, Franklin Xccdle Co., 500
Brick i?10 00
Chadwick & Kidder ce-
ment 6 00
June 2, Pay roll. week ending
Mav 10. Anderson
Ave 24 38
Pay roll, week ending
Mav 24, Anderson
Ave 65 00
Dec. 15, JJalance to transfer ac-
coinit. unexpended. . 476 82
$582 20 $582 20
SEWER MAINTENANCE.
1919.
May 20, Appropriation S800 00
Paid :—
Feb. 3, Pay roll, week ending
Jan. 4 $24 00
Pay roll, week ending
Jan. 11 \ 29 25
Pay roll, week ending
Jan. 18 \ 38 75
Pay roll, week ending
Tan. 25 6 00
Mrs." I. S. AVillianis. Zyj
bags cement 2 03
A. S. Eastman. n.pairiiig
tools .^95
A])r. 7. Pay roll week ending
March 22 '. 18 00
May 5, Pay roll, week ending
Ai)ril 26 3() 67
Tune 2, I'av roll. week ending
May 17 '. 65 00
Pay roll, week ending
May 31 '. 27 00
JIIGHWAV DKPART.Mf'NT. 43
Jiulkins & Wallace, sup-
lilies
July 7, l?ay roll, week ending-
June 14
City report 1 1
.
Aug-. 4, C. r. Stevens, supplies..
C. P. Stevens, pipe
Sept. 3, Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 23
Oct. 6, Judkins & Wallace, sup-
plies
Nov. 3, Sidney Sladden & Co.,
self propelling nozzle
Dec. 1, Pay roll, week ending
Nov. 8
Pav roll, \veek ending
^ Nov. 15 .
15, Pay roll, week ending
Dec. 6
Pay roll, week ending
Dec. 13
Judkins & W^allace, iron
pipe and labor
H. E. Colby, sharpening
picks
Balance to transfer ac-
count, unexpended .
15
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Tilly 26, View and
Prospect Sts 106 64
Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 2, View and
Prospect Sts 180 92
400 ft. of 20 inch pipe
View & Prospect Sts. 312 00
600 ft. of 15 inch pipe
View & Prospect Sts 280 80
Sept. 3, Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 9, View and
Prospect Sts 89 17
A. S. Eastman, sharpen-
ing picks 1 20
John \V. Dresser, laying
out drain 10 00
Dec. 15, C. P. Stevens, pipe and
cement 99 20
TraJisfer from Highway
Dep't. for truck and
teams 6 60
To transfer account.... 1,245 48
$1,245 48 $1,245 48
GARBAGE REMOVAL.
1919.
May 20, Appropriation $850 00





Feb. 3, T'av roll week ending
Dec. 28 '. () 15
Pay roll, week ending
Jan. 4 6 15




Pav roll, week ending
Jan. 25 6 15





Pav roll, week ending
' March 1 9 15
Apr. 7, Pav roll, week ending
' March 8, 30 68
Pay roll, week ending
^ March 15 . . , 6 00
Pay roll, week ending
March 22 ^. 3 07
Pay roll, week ending
March 29 ^. 3 07
Pay roll, week ending
April 5 43 05
May 5, Pay roll, week ending
April 12 6 30
Pay roll, week ending
April 19. 3 08
Pay roll, week ending
April 26 3 07
June 2, Pay roll, week ending
May 10 120 85
Pay roll, week ending
May 17 9 50
July 7, Pay roll, week ending
June 7 ^. 109 63
Pay roll, week ending
June 14 3 24
Pay roll, w^^ek ending
June 28 6 50
Pay roll, week ending
July 5 40 30




Pav roll, week ending
July 19 \ 3 26
I'ay roll, week ending
Aug. 2 6 65
Sept. 3, Pay roll, week ending
' Aug. 9 ^. 56 15
Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 16 9 76
Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 23 6 50
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Oct. 6, Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 6 57 7^
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 13 6 50
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 20 6 50
Pav roll, week ending
Sept. 27 6 50
Pay roll, week ending
Oct. 4 6 50
Nov. 3, Pay roll, week ending
Oct. 11 \ 100 00
Pay roll, week ending
Oct. 25 6 50
Pay roll, week ending
Nov. 1 6 50
Dec. 1, Pay roll, week ending
Nov. 8 '. 67 52




Pay roll, week ending
Nov. 22 \ 6 50
Pay roll, week ending
Nov. 29 6 50
15, Pay roll, week ending-
Dec. 6 \ 70 14





for trucks and teams 386 0^^
Balance to transfer ac-
count, overdrawn . . 366 10
$1,353 40 $1,353 40
TRUNK LINE MAINTENANCE.
l^'l".
Jan. 1, I'Vom Resources and l,ial)ilitic's $1.860 04
May 20. Appropriation 2.500 00
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT. 47
Cash received from State Treasurer 1,216 90
Due from State 394 30
Paid •
Apr. 7._Pav roll, week ending
' March 15 $9 23
Pay roll, week ending
March 22 6 15
Pay roll, week ending
March 29 9 22
Pay roll, week ending
April 5 6 15
May 5, Pay roll, week ending
April 12 '. 171 44
Pay roll, week ending
April 19 42 65
Pav roll, week ending
'
April 26 52 12
Pay roll, week ending
May 3 \ 12 30
June 2. Pay roll, week ending
May 10 24 60
Pav roll, week ending
' May 17 30 75
Pay roll, week ending
' May 24 \ 18 45
Pav roll, week ending
' May 31 6 15
J. G. Wells. Engineer on
Steam roller 31 00
July 7. Pay roll, • week ending
June 14, Patrolman. 22 76
V'dx roll, week ending
^
June 14, Webster St. 65 00
Pav roll, week ending
'
June 21. Patrolman . 32 50
Pay roll, week ending
June 21. Webster St. 104 75
Pav roll, week ending
"
June 28, Patrolmaiu 39 90
Pav roll, week ending
'
June 28, Webster St. 91 00
Henry F. Keniston. gravel 10 80
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Pay roll, week ending
July 5, Patrolman. . 33 25
Pay roll, week ending
July 5, Webster St.. 109 65
Aug. 4, Pav roll, week ending
July 12, Patrolman.. 39 90
Pay roll, week ending
July 12, Boscawen
Road 39 00
Pay roll, week ending
July 19, Boscawen
Road 190 04
Pay roll, week ending
July 19, Patrolman.. 39 90
Pav roll, week ending
'
July 26, Patrolman.'. 39 90
Pay roll, week ending
July 26, Boscawen
Road 390 74
Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 2. Boscawen
Road
Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 2, Patrolman. .
A. S. Eastman, sharpen-
ing picks for scarifier
Sept. 3, Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 9, Patrolman . .
Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 9, Boscawen
Road
Pay roll, week ending
.\ug. 16. Patrolman .
Pay roll, week ending
.\ug. 16, Boscawen
Road
Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 23, I'atrolman.
Pay roll, week ending
.Aug. 23, Boscawen
Road 57 SO





Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 30, Patrolman. 13 30
Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 30, Andover
Road 28 63
Pay roll, week ending
July 26, Boscawen
Road
Boston & Maine, R. R.,
freight on paint ....
State Highway Dept., use
of steam roller and
auto truck




Merrimack Fuel & Feed
Company, coal
Oct. 6, Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 6, Patrolman. .
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 13, Patrolman.
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 13, Andover
Road
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 20, Patrolman
.
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 20, Andover
Road
P.ay roll, week ending
Sept. 27, Patrolman
Pay roll, week ending
Oct. 4, Patrolman. . .
Nov. 3, Pay roll, week ending
Oct. 11, Patrolman..
Pay roll, week ending
Oct. 18, Patrolman..
Pay roll, week ending
18 25
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Oct. 25 1 1 00
Pay roll, week ending
Nov. 1 8 88
Dec. 1. Pav roll, week ending^
Nov. 29 3 75
15, C. M. Hibbard, gravel... 40 75
To transfer from High-
ways, for trucks,
teams and stone. . . . 1,780 79
Balance to Resources and
Liabilities 767 36
$5,971 24 $5,971 24
STATE AID MAINTENANCE.
1919.
Jan. 1, From Resources and Liabilities $259 76
May 20, Appropriation 600 00
Cash received from State Treasurer 450 00
Due from State 195 31
Paid:
Apr. 7. Pay roll, week ending
March 15 15 37
Pay roll, week ending
March 22 \ 27 67
Pay roll, week ending
March 29 '. 27 68




May 5, ]\Ty roll, week ending
.\pril 12, Patrolman. 36 90




Pay roll, week t'luling
April 19. Patrolman. 3() »)0




Pav roll, week ending
.\pi-il 26, Patrolman. 12 .^0
Pav roll, week ending
April 26 10 00
mCHWAY DKPARTMENT. 5l
Pay roll, week endinj^
May 3, Patrolman . .
Pay roll, week ending
May 3
June 10, Pay roll, week ending-
'May 10
Pay roll, week ending
May 17
Pay roll, week ending
May 24
Pay roll, week ending
May 31
Silas P. Thompson, gravel
July 7, Pay roll, week ending
June 7
Pay roll, week ending
June 14
Pay roll, w-eek ending
June 21
Pay roll, week ending
June 21, Hill road. .
Aug. 4, Pay roll, week ending
July 12
Pay roll, week ending
July 19
Sept. 3, Pay roll, w^eek ending
Aug. 16
Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 23
Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 30, Patrolman
.
Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 30, Hill road...
(!)ct. 6, Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 6, Patrolman . .
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 6, Hill road. . .
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 13, Patrolman.
Pav roll, week ending
Sept. 13, Hill road..
Pay roll, week ending
24 60
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Sept. 20, Patrolman. 6 65
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 27, Patrolman. 9 97
Pay roll, week ending
Oct. 4, Patrolman. . . 9 90
Nov. 3, Pay roll, week ending
Oct. 11. Patrolman. 23 28
Pay roll, week ending
Oct. 18 14 00
Pay roll, week ending
Nov. 1, Patrolman. . 16 87
Dec. 1, Pav roll, week ending
Nov. 8 17 25
Pay roll, week ending
Nov. 15, 32 63
Pay roll, week ending
Nov. 29 28 00
15, Pay roll, week ending




Balance to transfer ac-
count, overdrawn . . 146 43




May 20, Appropriation $2,500 00
Cash received from State Treasurer 5,400 0(^
Paid:
Sept. 3. Pav roll, week ending
Aug. 16 $213 14
Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 23 262 71
Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 30 406 32
A. S. Ea.stman, sharpen-
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ing picks and drills. 12 40
Keegan & French, sup-
plies 14 40
Oct. 6, Pav roll, week ending
Sept. 6 299 36
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 13 472 93
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 20 477 1
1
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 27 441 87
Pay roll, week ending
Oct. 4 455 24
Boston & Maine R. R.,




A. S. Eastman, sharpen-
ing picks and drills. 13 65
Nov. 3. Pay roll, week ending
Oct. 11 340 83
Pay roll, week ending
Oct. 18 231 37
Pav roll, week ending
^
Oct. 25 266 74
Pav roll, week ending
' Nov. 1 288 87
Henry L. Emery, planing
lumber 4 00
A. S. Eastman, sharpen-
ing tools 90
Henry F. Keniston, gravel 22 70
Chadwick & Kidder.
cement 83 05
Keegan & French, sup-
plies 9 94
Dec. 1, Pav roll, week ending
Nov. 8 223 35
Pay roll, week ending
Nov. 15 230 11
Pay roll, week ending
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Xov 22
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Nov. 29 51 25
15, To transfer from High-
ways, trucks and
teams 29 78
Balance to Resources and
Liabilities 3,384 49
$3,637 83 $3,637 83
SANBORNTON ROAD.
1919.
Jan. 1, From Resources and Liabilities $308 70
Dec. 15. To Resources and Lia-
bilities $308 70
$308 70 $308 70
LEIGHTON ROAD.
1919.
May 20, Appropriation $300 00
Dec. 15, To transfer account, un-
expended $300 00
$300 00 $300 00
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER'S REPORT.
The followinj,^ report fruni Dec. 16, 1918 to Dec. 31.
1919, is submitted : The manual force consists of Chief
Harry E. Colby and two assistants, James W. Huntoon
and John E. Cunningliam. The Daniel ^^'ebster Steam-
er Company. 15 men, Edward Wheeler, Captain. The
Hook and Ladder Company No. 1,3 5 men, Amedos Rous-
seau, Captain. Hose Company No. 1. South Main street,
10 men, Ned Fhinders, Captain.
Location of Apparatus.
Hose Company No. 1, South Main Street.
One one-iiorse hose wai^on with swinjj^ing harness.
One one-horse sled.
One 30-foot ladder.
One 25-foot ladder, 500 feet 2' j-inch hose.
One Hand Tub.
Prescott's Garage.
One automobile hose and chemical wajj^on, carrying eight
pony fire extinguishers, 500 feet 2^ j -inch hose, boots, coats
and hats, nozzles, axes, etc.
Carries three men besides driver, and nine men going to
brush fires.
One automobile coinliination, hose, cliemicai and hook
and ladder truck, carrying 950 feet of 2' j-inch hose, one
40 gal. chemical tank with 200 feet ^'.(in. chemical hose,
and all ladders formerly carried on Seagrave Hook and
Ladder Truck, also extinguishers with extra charges, hose
pipes, axes, gates, relief valve, .«itops, spanners, wrenches,
coats, hats, boots and belts for 30 men. One cellar pipe,




One Amoskcaf^ steam fire engine with swinging harness,
out of commission.
One auto hose truck.
One two-horse Seagrave hook and ladder truck, equip-
ped with swinging harness.
Tlier^is at the Central Fire Station 1,250 feet of 2^-
inch hose in good condition, also SOO feet of leaky hose
that could be used in case of a big fire.
Hose 3, Central Street, Opposite Paper Mill B.
One hand reel with pipes, wrenches, spanners and 400
feet 2j/2-inch hose.
Hose 4, Head of Elm Avenue.
One hand reel with pipes, wrenches, axes, spanners, 400
feet 2^-incli hose.
One two wheeled truck equipped with one 31-foot roof
ladder, one 28-foot, one 20-foot and one 15-foot ladder.
Hose 5, Pearl Street, Near Park Street.
One hand reel with pipes, wrenches, axes, spanners and
400 feet 2 1^ -inch hose.
Hose 6, Sturtevant Street.
One hand reel with pipes, wrenches, axes, spanners and
400 feet 2 >^ -inch hose.
There is also one 55-foot extension ladder at the city
stable.
Pony extinguishers to be used by any person for fire
purposes in the vicinity of the places of keeping are in the
following places : City Hall 4, Franklin Passenger Station 1
Recommendations.
\Ve recommend for the year 1920, the purchase of new
hose, and additional fire alarm boxes.
It is estimated it will cost $2,000 to repair Steamer. We







Assistant Engineer and Clerk.
Board of Engineers.
58 CITY VI- l-KAMKUIN.
Location of Boxes.
14. WebstLT and Main Streets.
15. Odell Private Box.
16. Depot and Main Streets.
21. Center of Bow Street.
22. South End of Franklin Street.
23. Paper Mill Square.
24. Glenwood Avenue.
25. Franklin and Central Streets.
26. Light and Power Co., Private Box.
27. Bow and Central Streets.
28. Fror.t of Freight Depot.
29. Elkins and Grove Streets.
31. Pr-'spect and School Streets.
32. Front of Dr. Adams'.
34. Central Street and Pearl Place.
35. Pleasant and Orchard Streets and Myrtle Avenue
51. Central Street and Glenwood Avenue.
52. South End of Railroad Street.
112. No. Main Street near Bristol R. R. Crossing.
113. Webster Street, near Commercial Machine Co.
114. Orphans' Home.
311. Higliland Avenue and Beech Street.
312. Corner Sanlwrn and Proctor Streets.
313. Central and Lancaster Streets.
ENGINEER'S REPORT.
Fires from Dec. 31, 1918 to Dec. 31. 1919.
January 4. Still ;dann. Chimney tire. IJousc owned
by Mrs. Gilkerson. 46 Elkins St.
January 7. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House owned
by Dr. LeClerc. Sanboni St.
January 24. Still alarm. Chinniiv Inc. 1 louse occu-
pierl by William Er\in.
January 24. Still alarm. Chinmev fire. House owned
by E. G. Leach. Spring St.
Januar>' 24. vSlill alarm. Chimncv fnc. F. H. Davis.
South Main St.
riRK DKPARTMENT 59
January 27. Box 25. Fire in Block owned by Leach &
Proctor, 'Central St. Damage estimated $3,000.00.
January 27. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House owned
by Charles B. Prescott.
February 1. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House owned
liy Mrs. John Howe.
February 7. Still alarm. Chimney fire. Dorothy
Howe, School St.
February 7. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House occu-
pied by Rev. J. E. Finen, Hig*h St.
February 7. Still alann. Chimney fire. House owned
by E. G. Leach. Occupied by Peter Charland.
February 8. Box 2L Fire in house occupied by Polish
people. Bow St., John Bunk. Damage $1800.
February 12. Box 29. Fire in house occupied by John
Dion, Franklin and Elkins Sts. owned by Weston Lemire.
February 14. Still alann. Chimney fire. House
owned by E. Williams, Bow St.
February 18. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House oc-
cupied by Frank Giles.
February 18. . Still alarm. Chimney fire. Shepard
Block, Memorial St.
February 20. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House
owned by Shepard Bros.
February 23. Four blows. House call for fire at
W'ebster Lake. House owned by Mr. Cochrane.
February 28. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House oc-
cupied by Mrs. Jennie L. Edmunds.
March 6. Still alarm. Chimney fire. Gignac house,
Bow St.
March 13. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House occu-
pied by L. W. B'uzzell.
March 17. Box 21. Chimney fire. House occupied
by Austin Kirby, Bow St.
March 22. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House occu-
pied by Harry Fresh, Bow St.
March 23. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House owned
1>\- C». W. Conrad. Occupied by A. L. Gordon.
April 8. Still alarm. Grass fire near Glenwood Ave.
April 11. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House owned
by John Connor, R. R. St.
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April 13. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House owned
by O. A. Towne. Occupied by Charles Dodge.
April 14. Still alarm. Grass fire on land owned by
James Aiken.
April 15. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House owned
by A. L. Moody.
April 17. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House owned
by Moses Ash, Elkins St.
April 17. Still alarm. Fire in ash barrel at Mrs. John
W'ebster's.
April 21. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House owned
by W. F. Daniell. Occupied by Harry Sanl3orn.
April 22. Six blows. Brush fire nt \\'ebstcr lake on
lard of Hector Morin.
April 22. Still alarm. Grass fire on land of Mrs. C.
C. Kenrick.
April 24. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House occupied
by Charles Marion.
April 25. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House occupied
by Mr. Marceau.
April 26. Still alarm. Chimncv fire. House owned
by Geo. E. Clark, Bow St.
April 28. Still alarm. Chimney fire. 155 Central St.
April 28. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House owned
by Mrs. M. C. Heath.
April 28. Still alarm. Chimncv fire, 39 Webster St.
May 3. Still alarm. Chimney fire. 69 Peari St.
Mav 6. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House owned by
Daniel M. Philbrick.
May 6. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House owned by
E. G. Leach, rear of old Grain store.
May 7. Box 14. House owned ])y Chas. Prescott.
Damage $2200.00.
Mav 12. Still alarm. Chimiiev fire. Leach & Proc-
tor Block.
May 15. Si.x blows. I'irc near Giles mill. Brush I'ire.
May 17. Still alarm. Brush fire on BlulYs, so called.
Land owned by the city.
May 17. Still alarm. Chimncv fire. House owned by
Benj. Colby, Russell St.
'
May 21. I'alse alarm. Box 21.
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May 22. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House owned by
Chas. Ford. Occupied by Mrs. Fred Smith.
May 27. Box 29. Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co. coal
sheds. Damage $17,000.00.
. May 30. Four blows. House call. Fire at Salisbury.
June 2. Still alarm. Merrimack Fuel & Feed sheds.
Merrimack Fuel & Feed sheds.
Steamer call. Fire at city dump.








July 1. Still alarm.
Store.
July 3. Still alarm.
Frank Russell.
July 5. Four blows.
East Andover.
July 14. Still alarm.
Harry Gilchrist.
July 21. Still alarm
sheds.
July 23. Still alarm.
Ash barrel. Hector Morin Shoe
Chimney fire. House occupied by
House call. Fire at Box Shop,
Chimney fire. House owned by






Ayles Court.July 26. Still alarm.
House owned by Mrs. Ayles.
July 26. Still alarm. Sulloway Mills.
July 28. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House owned bv
Rhoda Shaw, 36 School St.
August 4. False alarm.
August 5. Box 27. Fire at Hebert Manufacturing
Co., Central St.
House owned by Internationa]
Damage $150.00.
Chimney fire at Chas. Ford's.
Chimney fire. Leach & Proc-
August 8. Still alarm.
Paper Co., Cross Roads.
August 8. Still alarm.
August 8. Still alarm,
tor Block, Central St.
August 11. Still alarm
by John Flanders, 669 Central St.
August 18. Still alarm. Chimney fire.
by Mrs. C. C. Bucklin. River St.
August 25. Still alarm. G. W. Griffin Co
September 10. Still alarm. Chimney fire.
Williams' Court, Bow St.
Chimnev fire. House owned
House owned
No. soy.
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September 10. Still alarm. Chimney lire. House
owned by Frank Hawkins.
vSeptember 23. Still alarm. I'rush fire on city land
Webster lake.
September 26. Still alarm. Chimney fire, tlouse
owned by E. A. Fellows, South Main St.
October 8. Still alarm. Chimney fire. Sawyer Block.
October 14. Still alarm. Republican Bridge.
October 24. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House occu-
pied by E. A. Flanders.
October 30. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House owned
by Charles Slack. ,
November 9. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House
owned by W'm. Cline, So. Main St.
November 20. Still alami. Chimney fire. House
owned by Mrs. C. C. Kenrick, Smith St.
November 21. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House
occupied by Austin Kirby, 187 Bow St.
November 25. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House
owned by Mrs. Geo. E. Shepard, South Main St.
December 5. Still alarm. Chimney fire at Raflfaelly
Block.
December 9. Four blows. House call. Assisted at
Thompson Block Fire at Tilton.
December 10. Still alarm. Chimney fire. Martin
Cunningham.
December 12. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House
owned by Mrs. Whidden, North Main St.
December 21. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House oc-
cupied by Joseph Welch.
December 25. Still alarm. Chimney fire. House
owned by M. J. Nevins.
December 26. Box 25. I. O. O. F. Block.
Merrimack Lodge No. 28 Loss $40,000 00
W. S. Stewart " 19.000 00
Max Solomon " 12,000 00
C. L. Eddy " 7,000 00
David Merrill " 1,500 00
E. G. & E. W. Leach " 1,000 00
Geo. W. Busicl " 300 00
Maud Campbell " 387 00
Alfred Terrien " 300 00
I^IRC DEPARTMENT. 6Z
Dr. A. A. Beaton Loss $ 500 00
Geo. H. Perkins '| 150 00
Tessie Emmons " 250 00
Mary O'Brien " 200 00
E. M. Perkins " 50 00
Lodge of Elks " 50 00
Grange " 75 00
Chas. Paige.
Raffaelly Block, damaged by water 900 00
Central Fniit Co., damaged by water 1,200 00





By A. E. J.
Regulations of the Franklin Fire Department.
Adopted December 20, 1909.
Section 1. The fire department of the City of Franklin,
shall be composed of a chief engineer, first assistant en-
gineer, second assistant engineer, third assistant engineer,
fourth assistant engineer, and a superintendent of fire
alarms, who shall each be appointed by the city council
;
one steamer and hose company to consist of fifteen men.
one hose company to consist of ten men and one hook and
ladder compan}^ to consist of fifteen men.
Section 2. The chief engineer and four assistant en-
gineers shall constitute a board of engin^rs and shall exer-
cise the power of firewards.
Section 3. Tlie chief engineer and each assistant en-
gineer shall hold his office and perform his duties until his
successor takes his oath of office.
Section 4. The City Council, for cause, after hearing,
may remove from office the chief engineer or any assistant
engineer.
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Chief Engineer.
Section 5. The chief engineer shall have sole command
over all persons present at fires whether members of the
fire department or not.
Article 1. He shall direct all proper measures for ex-
tinguishing fires, protecting property, preserving order at
fires, and enforcing laws, ordinances and regulations re-
garding fires.
Article 2. ?Ie shall have charge of and examine into the
condition of all fire apparatus, fire alarm system, houses
and all fire department property and shall cause needed re-
pairs to be made under the direction of the committee on
fire department of the City Council.
Article 3. He shall certify all pay rolls and bills against
the department and shall be responsible for the care of all
property connected with the fire department.
Article 4. In the absence of the chief engineer the next
engineer in rank, who may be present, shall have the ]X)wer
to perform the duties of the chief engmeer.
Board of Engineers.
Section 6. The board of engineers shall inspect and
make themselves familiar with all shops, factories, hotels,
tenement houses, public buildings, halls, churches and
schoolhouses once a year, and study the location of all hy-
drants and generally inform themselves in all matters per-
taining to their duties.
Article 1. They shall have control of all persons ap-
pointed to serve in any company of the fire department and
shall have power to direct and control the labor of all j^cr-
sons present at a fire.
Article 2. They may from time to lime make and en-
force such regulations for the goNcrnmenl of the depart-
ment as they may deem proper.
Article 3. They may establish such regulations respect-
ing public safety, kindling, guarding, safe keeping, preven-
tion, and extinguishment of fires, and for the removal of
comlnistibles from any i)lace. and the keeping or storing
of exjilosives, as they think expedient, which shall be
signed by a major part of them, approved by the Council
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and recorded by the city clerk, and attested copies posted
in two or more public places in the city thirty days before
they shall take effect.
(a) Penalties not exceeding ten dollars for each offence
may be prescribed for breach of such regulations and such
regulations shall remain in force until altered or annulled.
Article ' 4. They shall examine the qualifications and
fitness of all applicants for membership in the department
and no person, whose application has not been approved
by a majority of the board of engineers shall become a
member of the company.
/ .tide 5. At the first meeting in each year, after the
qualification of the engineers, they shall proceed to elect,
by a majority vote, a clerk of the board of engineers, a
captain, a lieutenant and a clerk for each company and an
engineer, assistant engineer and stoker of the steamer, each
of whom shall hold office until his successor is elected.
Article 6. Any member of any company may be dis-
missed from the department or from office in a company
by two-thirds vote of the board present.
Article 7. They shall in conjunction with the annual re-
port of the chief engineer, make recommendations as to the
needs of the department.
Article 8. Every engineer shall cause any fire deemed
by him to be dangerous, in an}' street or elsewhere to be ex-
tinguislied or removed.
Superintendent of Fire Alarm,
Section 7. The fire alarm system shall be under the con-
trol of the chief engineer, with direct supervision by a
superintendent of fire alarm who shall be elected by the
Council.
Committee on Fire Department.
Section 8. The committee on fire department of the
City Council, with the approval of the chief engineer and
subject to direction by the Council shall purchase all sup-
plies in connection with the department.
Article 1. They shall direct all repairs of the houses,
fire alarm system, and fire apparatus.
Article 2. They in conjunction with the board of en-
gineers shall hold meetings on the last Wednesday of each
month.
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Adopted December 5 and 19, 1910.
Amended May 20, 1918.
1. That the salary of the chief engineer be $150 a year
and 7S cents per hour for actual service at fires. It is un-
derstood under this arrangement that he shall not put in
any time except for fires.
2. That the number of assistant engineers be reduced
to two and that the salaries of each shall be $50 per year
and 75 cents per hour for actual service at fires. Also
that two alternates from the regular force be appointed by
the chief engineer on January 1, to serve in absence of the
assistant engineer at a proportionate salary.
3. That the clerk of the Board of Engineers shall re-
ceive a salary of $15 per year for his services.
4. That the members of the various companies shall
each receive a salary of $25 per year and 50 cents per
hour for all services.
5. That the engineer of the steamer shall receive $1.00
per hour for actual service at fires, 50 cents per hour for
practice and for cleaning and repairing.
6. That the,,superintendent of fire alarm shall attend
to all repairs on the fire alarm system. Under this head
it is understood that he shall at all times keep the line clear,
and for any work in this connection, including the cutting
of trees or branches, he shall not receive any extra com-
I)ensation. It is further undcrstoorl that in instances tliat
tappers are changed, it shall not be considered extra work
except where new wiring is calle 1 for. That he shall at-
tend to the winding of all the clocks and the tappers and he
shall see to the procuring of supplies for the whole system,
including the storage batteries at the I'ranklin Light &
Power station, subject to the approval of the chief en-




May 20. Appropriation $7,000 00
Received :
—
From sale of junk and old hose 17 65
For telephone service 11 13
For Winton Auto Truck 200 00
From town of Salisbury for services 23 00
From town of Andover for services. 206 00
From town of New London for acid
ar.d soda 3 48
From State Treasurer for forest fires 16 88
Paid
:
General expenses $5,998 46
Fire alarm 930 79
Transfer from highways,
difference on lights
and telephone 2 50
Balance to transfer ac-
count, unexpended . . 546 39




Feb. .3, Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., wood.,
Sulloway Mills, bicarbonate soda...
0. J. Childs Co., supplies
C. L. Eddy, rubber stoppers
G. O. Thompson, straps
L. J. Oherrier, boiler grates
Frank Lafrance, services as janitor
at Engine house and extra work
Gignac & Gerry, food for firemen . .
Mar. 3, E. M. Perkins, rubber boots
Max Solomon & Co., rubber boots..
1. M. Hanson, repairs at engine
house . . 6 00
Prescott's Garage, lettering rubber
boots and coats 1 95
$8 25
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Towne & Robie, printing time books 10 65
E. H. Coleman, mittens 5 25
Frank Lafrance, janitor at engine
house, February 25 00
Apr. 7, Frank Lafrance, janitor at engine
house, March
Towne & Robie, 3 books
Pay roll. Steamer Co., to April 1 . .
Pay roll. Hose Co., No. 1 to April 1
Pay roll, Hook & Ladder Co., to Apr.
1
May 5, Prescott's Garage, supplies
Frank Lafrance, janitor at engine
house, April
June 2, Frank Lafrance, janitor at engine
house, May, and extra work. . . .
\y. S. Kimball, labor at engine house
1918
John D. Groves, food for firemen . .
Gignac & Gerry, food for firemen. .
E. M. Perkins, rubber boots
Judkins & Wallace, repairs
SuUoway Mills, vitriol
July 7, G. O. Thompson, belts and repairs..
L. J. Cherrier, valve and labor
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co.. wood..
France Lafrance, janitor at engine
house, June, and extra work. . .
11. E. Colby, chief engineer, services
to July 1
J. W. lluntoon, assistant engineer,
services to July 1
John Cunningham, assistant engineer.
services to July 1
Aug. 4. C. P. Stevens, rope, oil and shovel. . .
G. O. Thompson, supplies
Frank Lafrance, janitor at engine
house, July
E. M. Perkins, rui>bcr boots
Benson Auto Co., lalxjr and use of
trucks




Sept. 3. Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., coal and
coke 4 85
Frank Lafrance, janitor at engine
house, August 15 00
Frank Lafrance, putting up signs for
forest fire prevention 11 00
Oct. 6, B. M. Prescott, trucks to fires in An-
dover and Salisbury 60 00
Thomas F. Clifford, insurance Ward
One engine house . 7 00
Tudkins & Wallace, labor and fittings 4 63
Fabric Fire Hose Co., 500 ft hose. . 375 00
Frank Lafrance, janitor at engine
house, September 1500
Pay roll. Steamer Co. to Oct 1 654 25
Pay roll. Hook & Ladder to Oct 1 . . 402 00
Pay roll. Hose No. 1, to Oct. 1.... 369 50
Nov. 3, Fabric Fire Hose Co., balance due on
hose 25 00
E. M. Perkins, rvibber boots 5 50
Frank Lafrance, janitor at engine
house, October 25 00
Dec. 1, Frank Lafrance, janitor at engine
house, November 25 00
15, Sulloway Mills, soda 10 80
Frank Lafrance, janitor at engine
house, December 1500
B. M. Prescott, bronze, labor and
truck to Tilton . 9 39
Geo. B. Morrison, 'supplies 3 31
H. E. Colby, repairs 8 27
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights at
Ward 1 engine house, year 1919 12 00
Benson Auto Co.. acid 5 25
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., coal... 33 13
H. E. Colby, Chief Engineer services
to Jan. 1 93 75
James W. Huntoon, Assistant En-
gineer, services to Jan. 1 33 25
John E. Cunningham, Assistant En-
gineer, services to Jan. 1 49 00
C. P. Stevens, supplies 29 48
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Winnepesaukee and Central N. H.
Telephone Go's., telephone ser-
vice 99 83
B. M. Prescott, use of auto hose truck





Apr. 7, Harry W. Burleigh, salary as super-
intendent to April 1 12 50
July 7, H. W. Burleigh, repairs 20 88
PI, W. Burleigh, salary as superinten-
dent to July 1, 1919 12 50
Aug. 4, Franklin Light & Power Co. current
to July 1 37 50
Sept. 3, Keegan & French, paint and brush.. 4 96
Oct. 6, Gamewell Fire Alarm Telegraph Co.,
fire alann box 91 18
H. W. Burleigh, salary as superinten-
dent to Oct. 1. 1919 12 50
H. W. Burleigh, pipe, fittings and
labor on battery rack 277 90
Nov. 3, 11. W. Burleigh, labor and material
installing fire alarm l)ox on Kail-
road St 123 62
Dec. 1, Clarence N. James, painting fire
alarm boxes, and cross anns. ... 46 50
IJenson Auto Co., acid 13 55
15, }T. W. Burleigh, repairs 30 60
II. W. Burleigh, salary as suj)erinten-
dent to Jan. L ' 12 50
Franklin Light & Power Co.. current
for six months to Jan. 1 37 50
15cnson Auto Co.. battery jars etc. . . 196 60
$930 79
POLICE DEPARTMENT.
REPORT OF CITY MARSHAL.
I herewith submit ni}- report for the year ending Decem-
ber 31st, 1919. There have been 83 criminal cases entered
for the following offences.
Assault 12
Aggravated assault 1









Mittimus called for 1
Non support 3
Noise and brawl 3
Procuring and furnishing liquor 1
Speeding auto 16
Speeding motor cycle 1
Self hunting dogs 2
Selling horse unfit for labor 1
Violation fish and game laws 2
Violation auto laws ; 3
Violation liquor laws 5
Vagrancy 2
Violation Quarantine laws 1
During the past year the Franklin Police Dept. has re-
covered lost and stolen property amounting in value to
seventeen thousand dollars.
Respectfully submitted,
JOPIN MANCHESTER, City Marshal.
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MUNICIPAL COURT OF FRANKLIN.
The number of cases entered for the year beginning
December 15, 1918 and ending December 15, 1919 was 81
which were disposed of as follows
:
Paid fines and costs 41
Paid costs 10
Sentenced to the House of Correction 9
Sentenced to jail 1





Receipts from fines and costs $745 15
Disbiursements 461 65
Balance to City Treasurer $283 50
EDWARD L. WELCH, Clerk.
REPORT OF PROBATION OFFICER.
To the City Council of the City of Franklin:
There were 12 cases before the Juvenile Court during
the year 1919 including the following:
Breaking and entering 2
Breaking, entering and larceny 2
Larceny 6
Carrying loaded revolver 1
Throwing stones 1
12
The cases were disjjosed of as follows:
Continued for sentence 9
Placed on Probation 2
Sentenced to Industrial School, mittimus to issue
at call of officers 1
12
During the year there were 22 cases investigated and







May 20, Appropriation $3,200 00
Received from Municipal Court, fines
and costs 283 50
Paid
:
Feb. 3, Benson Auto Co., auto-
mobiles $ 10 00
L. J. Cherrier, repairs. ... 2 70
Gignac & Gerry, food for
prisoners 4 40
Mar. 3, Towne & Robie, letter
beads and postage
stamps 7 50
Apr. 7, Omar A. Towne, salary
as Justice of Munici-
pal Court to April 1. 100 00
Towne & Robie, printing
notices 2 67
May 5, Franklin Light & Power
Co., lamps 1 50
Prescott's Garage, auto-
mobiles 2 50
Keegan & French, paint-
• ing traffic posts 5 59
Benson Auto Co., auto-
mobiles 13 25
June 2, Traffic Sign & Signal Co.,
flags for traffic posts, 4 20
National Express Co., ex-
press on flags 33
'
J. H. Cross, trucking traf-
fic posts 1 75
Gignac & Gerry, food for
prisoners 1 45
July 7, Franklin Light & Power
Co., lamps 4 05
Omar A. Towne, salary as
Justice of Municipal
Court to July 1 100 00
E. L. Welch, salary as
Clerk of Municipal
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POLICE DEPARTMENT 75
Augustus B. Sawyer, Pro-
bation officer to Jan. 1 50 00
Keegan & French, glass
and setting 3 03
Prescott's Garage, auto .
.
1 25
Gignac & Gerry, food for
prisoners 3 65
W, S. Stewart, supplies.. 7 41





N. H. Tel. Go's., tele-
phone service 61 62
John Manchester, salary
as City Marshal year
1919 1,200 00
Louis Bassett, police ser-
vice year 1919 1,095 00
Franklin Light & Power
Co., lights for year
19U) 22 75
A. H. Manuel, police ser-
vice 46 50
Geo. Burres, jwlice ser-
vice and use of auto. 4 25
L. B. Greeley, police ser-
vice 70 70
Louis Bassett, extra work 3 00
W. W. Biuchanan, police
service 3 00
O. M. Wagner, police ser-
vice . 3 00
Josepih S. Williams, police
service 3 00
A. E. James, police service 6 00
F. E. Young, police service 3 00
Balance to transfer ac-
count unexpended . . 89 53
$3,483 50 $3,483 50
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MEMORIAL HALL.
1919.
May 20, Appropriation $1,000 00
Received for rentals 1,136 75
Received for repairs 5 25
Paid:
Feb. 3, Thomas F. Clifford, in-
surance 53 90
E. G. & E. W. Leach, in-
surance 97 02
H. A. Currier, insurance. 34 65
John E. St. Clair, tuning-
piano 2 50
A. S. Eastman, repairing
seats 1 35
Franklin hight & Power
Co.. lig-hts Dec. and
Jan. / 23 60
Loren B. Greeley, police
service Dec. and Jan . 19 35
L. J. Cherrier, supplies
and repairs 10 61
Basil E. Rhodes, care of
stage 12 00






H. L. Powell, insurance. . 38 50
C. C. Brown, insurance. . 53 90
Franklin Liglit & Power
Co.. lights and lam])s.
February 1') 74
Towne & Robie. ])lans of
Opera House 3 12
Keegan & French, uphol-
stery tacks 50
Loren B. Greeley, police
ser^•icc Feb.' 13 95
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Basil E. Rhodes, care of
stage Feb
Apr. 7, S. W. Jones, collector,
additional tax on
Opera House to July 1
Franklin Light & Power
Co., gas in G. A. R.
Hall year 1918
Central Electric Co., re-
pairing lights
Franklin Light & Power
Co.. lights, March. .
.
Keegan & French, supplies
Shepard Bros., soap pow-
der
Basil E. Rhodes, care of
stage March
May 5, Basil E. Rhodes, care of
stage, April
Loren B. Greeley, police
service, March and
April
Franklin Light & Power
Co., lights and lamps
April
June 2, Irene Daigneault, damage
to dress in Opera
House
L. B. Greeley, police ser-
vice. May
Franklin Light & Power
Co., lights and lamps.
May
Judkins & Wallace, repairs
Basil E. Rhodes, care of
stage. May 8 00
July 7, S. W. Jones, collector In-
ternal Revenue tax on
Opera House year
ending June 30, 1920 150 00
John E. St. Clair, tuning
12 00
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piano 2 50
L. B. Greeley, police ser-
vice, June 5 70
Basil E. Rhodes, care of
stage, June 4 00
Franklin Light & Power
Co., lights, June ... 5 28
Aug. 4, Martin Cunningham, re-
pairing chair cushions 33 00
C. P. Stevens supplies. ... 5 58
L. B. Greeley, police ser-
vice, July 8 70
Central Electric Co., re-
pairs and supplies ... 5 38
Franklin Light & Power
Co., lights, July 8 40
Basil E. Rhodes, care of
stage, July 7 00
Sept. 3, Keegan & French, setting
glass 1 61
Basil E. Rhodes, care of
stage, August 2 00
L. B. Greeley, i>olice
service, August 2 40
L,. B. Greeley, ix)lice
service, Sept 14 10
Judkins & Wallace, repairs 50
Franklin Light & Power
Co., lights, Aug. and
Sept 9 44
Basil E. Rhodes, care of
stage, Sept 1 1 00
Nov. 3. Pulp, Sulphite & Paper
Maker's Union, re-
bate in rent of Opera
House 4 00
Basil E. Rhodes, care of
stage, Oct 13 00
Franklin Li^ht & Power
Co., lights and lamps,
Oct 19 28
Francis T. Douphinett, re-
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Highway Damage 450 00
Balance to transfer ac-
count, overdrawn . . . 168 63
$4,168 63 $4,168 63
Paid:
Feb. 3, E. S. Avery, P. M., postage for City
Clerk $3 50
Towne & Robie, publishing notice
and printing forms 2 55
Dennison & Sons, ledger 11 95
Geo. E. Clark, team delivering ballots,
Ward One 1 50
Geo. E. Clark, horses for ambulance. 6 50
T. O. Calley, letter heads and envel-
opes 13 04
Mar. 3. Geo. F. Garneau, expense to State As-
sessors' meeting and dues for As-
sessors 6 84
Union Publishing Co., Merrimack
County directory 4 00
Towne & Robie, photo for city report
and printing cards 8 00
Apr. 7, E. S. Avery, P. M., postage stamps for
John Manchester, tax collector. . 15 00
E. S. Avery, P. M., postage for City
Reports, inventory blanks, etc. . . 14 40
E. S. Avery, P. M., postage stamps for
Frank T. Ripley, tax collector. . 8 00
National Express Co., express on City
reports 75
I. V. Goss, preparing and distributing
inventory blanks 20 00
Towne & Robie. publishing notices
and i)rinting books 1 1 75
May 5, E. S. Avery, P. M.. postage stamps
for John Manchester, collector. . 10 00
E. G. & E. W. Leach, bond for tax
collector 30 00
T. O. Calley, printing war record
sheets envelopes, etc 18 36
INCIDENTALS 81
National Express Co., express on
books 73
Edson C. Eastman Co., book for re-
cord of vital statistics 10 00
Edmund H. Brown, Register, list of
real estate conveyances, for as-
sessors 4 00
June 2, E. S. Avery, P. M., postage stamps for
John Manchester, collector 20 00
Edson C. Eastman Co., inventory re-
cord books, 26 00
Towne & Robie, supplies and publish-
ing notices 12 50
Towne & Robie, city reports for vear
1918 ^.. 623 13
Beaupre Bros., iron for flag pole... 4 20
T. O. Calley. printing tax bills 18 50
P. D. Cormier, R. M. Wright, Trus-
tee, copper and labor on flag pole. 52 28
W. S. Stewart, supplies 56 16
July 7, E. S. Avery, P. M., postage stamps
for Tax Collector 8 00
I. V. Goss, Clerk of Board of Asses-
sors 1919 70 00
Thomas F. Clift'ord, insurance on am-
bulance 4 40
Towne & Robie, printing books and
notices 12 75
Industrial Appraisal Co., appraisal of
Manufacturing properties for
Assessors 1,626 36
Aug. 4, E. S. Avery, P. M., postage stamps for
City Clerk 4 00
T. O. Calley, envelopes and state-
ments 12 65
Towne & Robie. placards and tax no-
tices 2 50
I. V. Goss, recording and returning
vital statistics to July 1 39 75
Sept. 3, E. S. Avery, P. M., postage stamps
for tax collector 5 00
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John W. Dresser, laying out grade
near post office lot and furnishing
blue prints
Thomas Gushing, services in City
Clerk's office
Oct. 6, E. S. Avery, P. M., postage stamps
for City clerk
Edmund H. Brown, Register, copy of
deed, SuUovvay &. Daniell to city
J. C. Hall Co., books for City Treas-
urer
Nov. 3, George Dunn, use of water tub two
years
Frank T. Ripley, Coll., tax sales to
City
Dec. 1, H. T- L. Bodwell, band for Armistice
' Day
Henry Shorey, drum corps for Armis-
tice Day
E. S. Avery, P. M., postage stamps for
City Clerk
E. S. Avery, P. M., postage stamps
for tax collector
T. O. Galley, printing ballots and tax
letters
Geo. S. Davenport, labor on voting
booths
Geo. S. Davenport, perambulating line
between City of Franklin and
town of Salisbury 7 00
Edward L. Welch, perambulating
lines between city of Franklin and
Towns of Boscawen, Northfield,
Tilton and Sanbomton, including
use of automobiles 27 00
Francis T. Douphinett, decorating
Memorial Hall, for Armistice
Day 14 40
Keegan & French, supplies for deco-
rating Memorial Hall 131
Wm. H. Turcottc, Ward Clerk, return
of record of city election, Ward 1 1 00
7 50
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Silas P. Thompson, use of water tub,
3 years 9 00
Geo. E. Clark, horses for ambulance. 22 75
Dec. 15. C. L. Eddy, supplies 65
Frank T. Ripley, cash paid for Adv.
non resident taxes 14 00
Chadvvick & Kidder, lumber for vot-
ing booths 2 67
Geo. E. Clark, horses for ambulance 3 75
Keegan & French, repairs for voting
booths 1 45
Geo. E. Clark, team carrying ballots to
Ward One 75
Central Garage, labor on decorations
for Armistice Day 4 50
Franklin Floral Co., palms for decora-
tions. Armistice Day 8 96
State of New Hampshire, automobile
manual 1 75
F. A. Bakeman, M. D., return of
births and deaths 13 00
A. Lagace, M. D., return of births and
deaths 11 25
E. T. Drake, M. D., return of births
and deaths 14 75
A. A. Beaton, M. D., return of births
and deaths 10 75
J. Sarali Barney, M. D., return of
births and deaths 1 25
J. B. Woodman, M. D., return of
births and deaths 2 25
C. W. Adams, M. D., return of births
and deaths 1 50
Pay roll, for return of marriages. ... 14 25
I. V. Goss, recording and returning
births, marriages and deaths.... 34 15
W. S. Stewart, supplies 6 03
Winnepesaukee and Central N. PI.
Tel. Go's., telephone service, 1919.
.
45 90
Citizen's Tel. Co., service, 1919 10 00
$3,578 90
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HIGHWAY DAMAGE.
Paid:
Apr. 7, P. L. Kennedy, damage from change
of grade opposite hotel property
on Central St $425 00
June 2, Thomas F. Clifford, retainer and con-
sultations suit of P. L. Kennedy
V. citv of Franklin 25 00
$450 00
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BOARD OF HEALTH.
Our department has continued its policies of previous
years and the results have shown that familiarity with the
work makes us more efficient. In comparing- our city
with others of like size we find that none excell and few
measure up to our standard. Some credit for this we
are forced to accept but the greater part belongs to the
majority of the people who support us with their approval,
and make us fearless to perform our duties.
A noticeable harmony and co-operation at City Hall is
gratifying.
The mortality of our city—^much less than 1918—shows
deaths due to natural causes in most cases, and the ab-
sence of epidemics, industrial, and diseases due to care-
lessness are on the wane. More infants are passing
through the dangerous period of life each year. We at-
tribute this to a higher intelligence of the people and
the added interest the medical profession is taking.
Our water supply is in excellent condition and we have
the latest appliances for safeguarding its purity. Any
necessity for boiling will be promptly advertised from
our office.
The sanitary conditions of our schools are satisfactory
and our order for teachers to send home children indis-
posed has worked out to the advantage of all.
We have recently inspected the Pastime Theatre and
found it well equipped wMtli a fire-proof booth, several
fire exits and a modern ventilating system.
The milk supply is good, as regards cleanliness and its
quality.
Since inaugurating the system of collecting rubbish we
find there is some dissatisfaction about the irregularity of
collections. We are trying to remedy this and hope that
it will soon be on a regular day sdiedule.
We have had about the usual number of contagious
diseases this year with a small death rate.
The advantage of an isolation department connected
with the City Hospital, becomes more evident each year.
We believe that our city should have a sanitary in-
spector to investigate complaints and inspect plumbing.
We approve of the idea of serving hot lunches to the
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Students at the schools who are unable to be at home








Feb. 3, Loren B. Greeley, bur^nng- dog $1 25
Aug. 4, Towne & Robie, publishing notices
and printing milk license book 8 34
C. P. vStevens, milk tester 16 15
Sept. 3, Benson Auto Co., auto to Summit St. 1 00
Nov. 3, Towne & Robie, publishing notices.. 2 25
Dec. 1, T. L. Riley, goods furnished to Wm.
Laclair while quarantined 13 50
T. L. Riley, goods furnished to John
W. Morse while quarantined. . . 22 24
15, E. M. Perkins, goods furnished
family of Wm. Laclair while
quarantined 8 00
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., wood
furnished Dustin . family while
quarantined 3 50
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., wood
furnished John W. Morse while
quarantined 6 50
A. A. Beaton, M. D., consultation in
cases of Hebert, Albert, Bedard 20 00
F. A. Bakonian. fumigations for vear






May 20. Appropriation $39,250 00
Dog license account 376 64
Paid
:
Feb. 3, Frank Proctor, Treasurer $3,000 00
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May 20. Appropriation $1,500 00
Received :
—
From sale of old boiler tubes 9 70
From Internationa] Paper Co., ex-
press on welding machine 10 57
From Board of Education 1,400 00
From Public Library ; . . 400 00
Transfer from Memorial Hall. ..... ' 700 00
Paid
:
Feb. 3, Beaupre Bros., iron for
boiler $1 76
Merrimack Fuel & Feed
Co.. coal 1.216 05
Mar. 3, Merrimack Fuel & Feed
Co., coal 751 64
Apr. 7, H. E. Colby, iron for
boiler 1 50 .
Merrimack Fuel & Feed
Co.. coal 958 60






Merrimack Fuel & Feed
Co., coal 416 10
Oct. 6, Franklin Light & Power
Co., labor and cur-
rent for welding ma-
chine 19 25
William H. Martin, sup-
plies for boilers .... 10 79
Nov. 3. J. B. Tuttle. repairs 160
Charles E. Douphinett,
coal 1,101 18
E. E. Young, mason work
on boilers 10 00
International Paper Co.,
fire clay 4 00
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Dec. 1. Leon R. Sargent, mason
work on boilers .... 7 80
William H. Martin, sup-
plies and labor 27 75
15, Pay roll for lalx)r on boil-
ers and coal 31 00
Winnepesaukee & Central
N. H. Tel. Go's., tele-
phone service 20 64
Transfer to Janitor ac-
count . . ". 600 00
Balance to Transfer ac-
count, overdrawn . . 1,493 72





Jur»e 2, A. Lagace, M. D., for
care of Stephen He-
bert. Leon Bedard,
Richard Albert .... $110 00
July 7, M. A. Proulx, goods de-
livered to Leon Be-
dard while quaran-
tined 28 68




Oct. 6. L J. Kelley, milk fur-
nisihed to Leon Be-






To transfer account 1^7 80




May 20, Appropriation $200 00
Paid:
Tune 2, Geo. F. Sweatt Post G. A.
R $200 00
30, Cash refunded by Geo. F.
Sweatt Post 22 00
Balance to transfer ac-
count 22 00
$222 00 $222 00




Irving V. Goss $3.1 1 1 32
By transfer to City Poor account.. $1,004 46
By transfer to Merrimack County 2.110 46
To transfer to Merrimack County,
(repaid) 3 60
$3,114 92 $3,114 <)2
CITY POOR.
1919.
.May 20. Ai)i)ro])riation $950 00
Paid
Mrs. Wilfred Kal.italle . $267 00
Abby Clark 04 50
y. Henry Hawthorne ... 57 01
Marie Blandie Landry . . S3 00
Thomas & Arthur Pnnilx 181 00
Alexander St. Pierre .... 264 90
Mrs. Mary Smith 49 05
T. \'. (.OSS. settlino; with
County Commission-
ers. July and Dec. 8 00
Balance to transfer ac-
count, i)\er(lrawn . . 54 46
$1,004 46 $1,004 56




























Aid to Soldiers and their families,
MERRIMACK COUNTY.
Dec. 15. To County Poor Account $2,094 71
To Aid to Soldiers and
their families 15 75
Aug. 1. By Cash
Dec. 23, By Cash
Transfer from (Jverscer
of the Poor account
(re])aid)
To Resources and Liabilities 3 60
$23
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MOTH ACCOUNT.
1919.
May 20. Appropriation $1,000 00
Paid:
Apr. 7, Roy O. Stevens, Mar. 10 $60 00
Roy O. Stevens, Mar. 17 60 00
Roy O. Stevens, Mar. 24 60 00
Roy O. Stevens, Mar. 31 45 00
July 7, Roy O. Stevens, June 14 175 00
Roy O. Stevens, June 21 175 00
Roy O. Stevens, June 28 150 00
Roy O. Stevens, July 5 100 00
Sept. 3, Towne & Robie, printing-
placards 5 35
Balance to transfer ac-
count, unexpended . 169 65
$1,000 00 $1,000 00
STATE TAX.
1919.
May 20, Appropriation $24,462 00
Paid:
Dec. 1, J. W. I'hininicr, State
Treasurer $24,462 00
$24,462 00 $24,462 00
STATE TAX FOR RECOGNITION OF WAR
SERVICE.
1919.
May 20, Appropriation $5,436 00
Paid
:
Dec. 1, J. W. I'luniuKT. Stiite
'JVca.su rcr $5,436 00




Mav 20, Appropriation $10,164 95
Paid
:
Dec. 1, Warren Al>lx)tt, County
Treasuer $10,164 95
$10,164 95 $10,164 95
FOOD PRODUCTION.
1919.
May 20, Appropriation $300 00
Received for use of gardens year 1918 7 50
Paid:
May 5, Pay roll, week ending-
April 26 at Kenrick
farm $105 75
Pay roll, week ending
May 3, at Kenrick
farm 48 65
June 2, Pay roll, week ending May
10, at Kenrick farm 33 65
Pay roll, week ending May
17, at Kenrick farm 29 75
July 7, C. A. Hunt, ploughing and
harrowing 20 88
Dec. 1, C. P. Stevens, grass seed
used at Kenrick farm 29 50
Highway teams 29 10
Balance to transfer ac-
count unexpended . 10 22





Cash received $558 89
L. B. Greeley, postage,
teams and services as
Dog Officer $20 00
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Oct. 6, L. H. Greeley, killing and
burying dog 2 00
Balance to Damage by
Dogs account 536 89
$558 89 $558 89
DAMAGE BY DOGS.
By balance from Dog License account $536 89
Paid
:
Dec. 1, Warren C. Webster, hens
killed 56 25
L. C. Maxfield, sheep
killed and injured . . 75 00
Raymond C. Russell.
sheep killed and in-
jured 20 00
Transferred to School ac-
count 376 64





Feb. 3. C. L. Eddy, sui)i)lies 1018 $11 25
July 7, Franklin Chapter Rcil
Cross. expense of
Emergency Hospital 0,^1 (U
To transfer account .... $942 29
$942 29 $942 29
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
1919.
May 20. .'\i)pn)priati(.n $3,200 00
Paid:
Mar. 3, Warren 1'. Danicll, Treas-
urer $8(X) 00
OniXT^ PARK. 97
Tune 2, \\''arren F. Daniell, ^rreas-
urer 800 00
Oct. 6. Warren F. Daniell, Treas-
urer 800 00
Dec. 1. Warren F. Daniell, Trea.s-
urer 800 00
W .
$3,200 00 $3,200 00
ODELL PARK.
1919.
Mav 20. Appropriation $500 00
raid
:
Dec. 1, Franklin Park Commis-
sion $500 00
$500 00 $500 00
HOSPITAL.
1919
May 20, Appropriation $1,000 00
Paid
Tuly 7. M. T- Nevins, Treasurer. $500 00
Dec. 1. M. ). Nevins. Treasurer. 500 00
$1,000 00 $1,000 00
TO APPLY ON DEBT.
1919.
May 20, Appropriation $7,500 00
Dec. 15. To transfer account $7,500 00
$7,500 00 $7,500 00
CENTRAL STREET IMPROVEMENT LOAN.
1919.
May 20. Appropriation $3,000 00
Dec. 15, To transfer account $3.000 00
$3,000 00 $3,000 00
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SOLDIERS' RECEPTION.
1919.
May 20, Appropriation $2,500 00
Paid:
Tune 2,Enos K. Sawyer, Treasurer $800 00
Balance to Resources and
Liabilities 1,700 00
$2,500 00 $2,500 00
CENTRAL STREET IMPROVEMENT LOAN.
1919.
Jan. 1, From Resources and Liabilities $33,000 00
Paid:
Aug-. 4, Franklin Savings Bank . . $3,000 00
Balance to Resources and
Liabilities 30,000 00
$33,000 00 $33,000 00
WATER WORKS NOTE OF MARCH 1, 1916.
1919.
Jan. 1, From Resources and Liabilities $16,000 00
Paid
:
Dec. 15, Franklin Savings Bank. . $12,000 00
Balance to Resources and
Liabilities 4,000 00
$16,000 00 $16,000 00
TEMPORARY LOANS.
1919.
Jan. 1. From Resources and I.ia!)ilities $5.000 00
Mar. 6. Borrowed, Rdward C. Leach 2.500 tX)
Mar. 26, Borrowed, Edward M. Perkins 2.000 00




31, liorruwed. Edward M. Perkins ^.000 W
May 28, Borrowed, M. J. Nevins 4.CX)0 a)
ODElvL ME:;MORIAIv arch IfUND. 99
Paid:
July 7, Edward G. Leadi $2,500 00
Contoocook Valley Paper
Co 12,000 00
M. T. Nevins 4,000 00
Aug. 4, Edward M. Perkins 5.000 00
Balance to Resources and
Liabilities 5,000 00
$28,500 00 $28,500 00
ODELL MEMORIAL ARCH FUND.
\^ote passed April 7, 1913,
That, The City of Franklin hereby accepts the sum of
two thousand dollars given to said city March 3, 1913, by
Mrs. Herman J. Odell, same to be known as the "Odell
Memorial Arch Fund", and said city hereby contracts and
agrees with the said Mrs. Herman J. Odell, her heirs and
assigns, to pay four per cent, interest annually on said sum,
said interest to be expended by duly authorized agents of
said city for the following purposes only, to wit
:
First. For the care and repair of the Odell Memorial
Arch.
Second. For the lighting of said arch.
Third. Balance for the care of the Odell Park.
It is further voted that a copy of this vote of acceptance
and contract shall be printed annually in the city reports.
Approved. W. W. EDWARDS, Mayor.
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Highways $21,781 08
Sidewalks 1 ,452 22
Sewers . . . 105 38
Sewer Maintenance 616 71
Surface Drains 1.238 88
Garbage Removal 967 31
Trunk Line Maintenance 3,423 09
State Aid Maintenance 955 50
Trunk Line Construction 5.240 32
State Aid Construction 223 56
Fire Department 6.929 25
Police 3.393 97




Street Lighting 7.768 40
Tanitor 1 .000 00
i [eating Plant 4.913 99
Small Pox 1Q7 80
Memorial Day 200 00
Overseer of the 1 'oor \1 1 1 32
Moth Account 830 35
Damage by Dogs 160 25
State Tax 24.462 00
State Tax for Kccognilion of War v^er\icc... 5.436 00
County Tax " 10.164 95
I 'ublic Library \200 00
( )(lell I'ark 5a) 00
Hospital 1,000 00
lH)od Production 268 18
Spanish Influenza ^U2 29
Soldiers' Rccei)tion S(X) 00
Central Street ImproMimnl l.oan \(.X)0 tX)
Water Works Note of March 1. l')16 12.0tX) 00
Tempor;ir\- Loans 23,500 00
Interest .' 9.211 09




Frank T. Ripley, Collector,
1917 List.
1919.
Jan. 1. Balance uncollected .... $117 91
Interest 2 54
Abatements $39 98
Paid City Treasurer .... 80 47
$120 45 $120 45
1918 List.
1919.
Jan. 1. Balance uncollected $6,430 42
Interest and costs 143 34
Subsequent Assessment . 52
Abatements 254 50
Paid City Treasurer .... 6,303 78
Balance to Resources and
Liaibilities, uncollec-
ted 16 00







Resident Tax List $144,798 93
Non-Resident Tax List . 6,520 39
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State and County Tax.
Commercial Machine
Co 104 38
State and County Tax,
Sulloway Mills, addi-
tion 614 00
State and County Tax,
Franklin Mills Dye
House 184 20






of errors 510 92
Abatements on account of
poverty and death . 96 00
Paid City Treasurer . .. 145,402 14
Balance to Resources and
Liabilities, uncollected 5,163 66





Jan. 1, From Resources and Liabilities $114 75
Dec. 15, To Resources and Liabili-
ties $114 75
$114 75 $114 75
ODELL PARK COTTAGE FUND.
1919.
Jan. 1. From Resources and Liabilities $2.000 00
Dec. 15, To Resources and Lial)il-
itics $2,000 00
$2,000 00 $2,000 00
PERMITS AND LICENCES. 103
LIQUOR PERMITS.
1919.
Cash received $4 00
Transfer to Sundry Re-
ceipts 4 00
$4 00 $4 00
AUTOMOBILE PERMITS.
1919.
Cash received $464 91
Transfer to Sundry Re-
ceipts $464 91
$464 91 $464 91
BILLIARD AND POOL TABLE LICENSES.
1919.
Cash received $93 34
Transfer to Sundry Re-
ceipts $93 34
$93 34 $93 34
JUNK DEALERS' LICENSES.
1919.
Ca^h received $40 00
Transfer to Sundry Re-
ceipts $40 00
$40 00 $40 00
SHOW LICENSES.
1919.
Cash received $364 00
Transfer to Sundry Re-
ceipts $364 00
$364 00 $364 00
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MILK DEALERS' LICENSES.
1919.
Cash received $38 83
Transfer to Sundry I\e-
ceipts $38 83
$38 83 $38 83
BOWLING ALLEY LICENSES.
1919.
Cash received $60 00
Transfer lo Sniuh-v Re-
ceipts ' S60 00
$60 00 $60 00
BONDED DEBT.
1919.
Jan. 1. iM-om Resources and Li:il)ililies $160.000 00
Dec. 15. To Resources and Liabil-
ities $160,000 00
$160,000 00 $160,000 00
1919.
SUNDRY RECEIPTS.
Bounties on 1 ledji^eho^i^s and Wildcat. S6 80
G. 0. Fellows, rent of land. Memo-
rial St 12 00
Laconia Street Railway Tax 30 ^K)
Insurance Tax ()6 75
Railroad Tax 6.266 57
Savinji^s Rank Tax 10.777 36
Central N. II. Tel. Co.. and W iiniepc-
saukee Tel. Co.. Commission
from booth 4 62
Liquor Permits 4 00
Automobile IVnnits MA 91
STATlv (<!• NKW IIAMI'SlllRIv 105
Billiard and Pool Table Licenses.... 93 34
Junk Dealers' Licenses 40 00
Show Licenses 364 00
Milk Dealers' Licenses 38 83
Bowling Alley Licenses 60 00
To transfer account 18,230 08
$18,230 08 $18,230 08
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
1919.
Jan. 1, From Resources and Lia-
bilities $624 05
Feb. 1, Cash from State Treasurer $624 05
Dec. 15, Balance due on Trunk line
Maintenance account 394 30
Balance due on State Aid
Maintenance account 195 31
To Resources and Liabil-
ities 589 61
$1,213 66 $1,213 66
TREASURER'S REPORT.
Receipts.
Balance from 1918 $1 1.345 89
Highways
:
R. Raffaelly, sand 2 00
Geo. H. Barnes, for lalx)r 75
F. A. Bakeman, for horse 165 00
State Highway Dep't., for gasoline 38 02
Park Commission, for trucking wood. . . 224 43
Geo. E. Clark, for teams 166 50
I. J. Kelley, for dressing 33 38
John C. Jenot, for Tarvia 15 00
Town of Hopkinton, for trucking posts 11 00
W. S. Stewart, for dynamite ' 20 00
Overseer of the Poor, for trucking wood 211 50
Sidewalks
:










State Treasurer 1.216 00
State .Aid Maintenance:
State Treasurer 450 00
Tninl< Pine Construction:
State Treasurer 5,400 00
State .\id Construction:
State Treasurer 10 10
I'Mrc Dcp.'ninient
:
junk atid old hose sold 17 65
A. Stiller, for auto truck 200 00
TRKASURKr's KKl'OKT. 107
Town of Salisbuiy, for services 23 00
Town of Andover, for services 206 00
Forest fire account, State Treasurer. ... 16 88
Town of New London, for acid and soda 3 48
For telephone service 11 13
Police
:




For repairs 5 25
Heatinis: Plant
:
Sale of old boiler tubes 9 70
Int. Paper Co., express on welding macli. 10 57
Board of Education 1,400 00
Pu1)lic Library 400 00
Memorial Dav
:
Refunded by Geo. F. Sweatt Post 22 00
Merrimack County:
Pauper account, 1919 2,094 71
Dependent Soldiers 15 75
Food Production
:
Cash for gardens, 1918 7 50
Temporary Loans
:
Edward G. Leach 2,500 00
Edward M. Perkins 5,000 00
Contoocook Valley Paper Co 12,000 00
M. J. Nevins 4,000 00
Cemetery Trust Funds 3,155 00
Liquor Permits 4 00
Automobile Permits 464 91
Billiard and Pool Table Licenses 93 34
Junk Dealers' Licenses 40 00
Dog Licenses 558 89
Show Licenses 364 00
Milk Dealers' Licenses 38 83
Bowling Alley Licenses 60 00
State Treasurer:
Bounty on hedgehogs 6 80
Laconia Street Railway Ta.x 30 90
Insurance Tax 66 75
Railroad Tax 6,266 57
Savings Bank Tax 10,777 36
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G. G. Fellows, rent of land Memorial St. 12 00.
Frank T. Riplev, Collector, 1917 Taxes 80 47 ^
Frank T. Riplev, Collector, 1918 Taxes 6.303 78
John Manchester, Collector, 1919 Taxes 145,402 14
Winnepesaukee and Central N. H. Tel. Co's.,
commission on toll calls at booth 4 62
State of New Hampshire, balance due from
1918 account 624 05
Disbursements.
$223,268 43
Paid orders of Mayor and Council Nos. 20315
to 21333, inclusive $206,799 09






Lncie H. Odell. note $5,000 00
Nesmith School, Central Heating- Plant and
Park Bonds, Payaible June 1, 1927 30,000 00
Memorial Hall and Sewer Extension Bonds.
payable October 1, 1928 50,000 00
Water Works Refunding Bonds, payable
October 1, 1921 80,000 00
Trustees of Trust Funds:
Cemetery Trust Funds 22.351 00
Odell Memorial Arch Fund 2.000 00
Water Works Note of March 1, 1916 4.000 00
Central Street Improvement Loan 30,000 CO
Sanbornton Road, to 1920 account 308 70
Odell Park Cottage Fund 2.000 00
Overdue Coupons 1 14 75
Trunk Line Maintenance, balance to 1920
account . . 767 36
Trunk Line Construction, balance to 1920
account 71 40
State Aid Construction, balance to 1920
account 3,384 49
Merrimack County, repaid on pauper account 3 60
Soldiers' Reception, balance 1,700 00
$231,701 30
Resources,
Due from State, Trunk Line Maintenance
and State Aid Maintenance accounts... $589 61
Due from Tax List, 1918 16 00
Due from Tax List, 1919 5,163 66
Cash in Treasury 16.469 34
Balance indebtedness 209,462 69
$231,701 30
Net debt Dec. 31, 1918 $222,028 71
Net debt Dec. 31, 1919 209,462 69
Decrease of debt 1919 $12,566 02
TRANSFER ACCOUNT.
Dr.
Total Approiiriations >;16.\731 04
Discounts, 1919 Tax ]Jst 1.436 03
Abatements, 1919 Tax List C06 92
Abatements, 1917 Tax List 39 98
Abatements, 1918 Tax List 254 50
riig^hways, overdrawn 374 36
Sidewalks, overdrawn 232 04
Surface Drains, (no appTopriation) 1,245 48
( jarl)a.g^e Removal, overdrawn 366 10
Incidentals, overdrawn 168 63
Heating TMant, overdrawn 1.493 72
Small Pox, (no appropriation ) 197 80
Spanish Influenza, (no ai)i)r()priation ) 942 29
State Aid Maintenance, oNcrdrawn 146 43
City Poor, overdrawn 54 46
Decrease of Dclvl, 1919 12.566 02
$183,855 80
Cr.
Tax List. 1919 $151.3P) 3>2
Stale and C'ountN' Tax, C'oninicrcial Machine
Co 104 38
vSt.'ile and C'ountv 'I'ax on addition lo .^ullo-
way Mills . . 614 00
SlaU' and C'ounlv 'I'ax on JMankliii Mills l)\e
House ... '. . 184 20
Sul)se(|uent Assessments, 1<)18 Tax List.... 52
v^ubsequent Assessments, I'M'* Tax List.... 355 47
lnlere.st, 1919 Tax List 31 38
Interest. 1917 Tax List 2 54
Intere.st. 1<)18 Tax List 143 34
Sewers, unex])ended 476 82
TRANSI'lvR ACCOUNT. Ill
Sewer Maintenance, unex])en(lc(l
Lcigliton Road, unexpended ....
Fire Dei)artnienl, unexpended . .
Police, unexi)ende(l
Memorial Hall, unex])ended . . .
Salaries, unexpended
Street 'Lij^^hting', unexpended . . .
Memorial Day, unexpended ....
Moth Account, unex[)ended . . .
To Apply on Debt
Food Production, unexipended . .
Central Street Improvement Loan
Interest Account, uncxi)cndcd . .
Sundry Receipts
18.3
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POLLS, VALUATION AND TAXES ASSESSED.
The number of polls, and the taxes assessed on the real
and personal estate in the city of Franklin since 1895
:
Year
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT. 113
George E. Shepard 1905
Willie L. Whittier 1906
Michael J. Nevins 1907-1908
Enos K. Sawyer 1909-1910
Seth W. Jones 1911-1912
William W. Edwards 1913-1914
Daniel E. Davis 1915
Alexander A. Beaton . . , 1916-1917
Edward G. Leacli 1918-1919
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT.
To the City Council of the City of Franklin:
The Committee on Finance have checked off the interest
coupons paid during the year amounting to $5,652 50 and
^ have destroyed the same.
1919.
Jan. 1, On deposit in Franklin National Bank
to pay interest coupons not pre-
sented in 1918 $140 00
Paid Franklin National Bank on ac-
count of interest coupons becom-
ing due during year 1919 5,600 00
$5,740 00
Coupons presented for payment in
1919 and destroyed by Finance
Committee, $5,652 50
On deposit in Franklin National Bank
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FINANCIAL STANDING—NET DEBT.


























To the City Council of the City of Pranklin :
In compliance with your suggestion at the time of my
election 'I have served as City Solicitor the past year with-
out pay. Very little time has been required to perform
the duties of Solicitor which would not have been required
to be given as Mayor to the same matters.
The suit against the City by P. L. Kennedy was settled
by a compromise, with the approval of the former Solici-
tor, as appears elsewhere in the city report.
The only action in Court in which the city has been in-
terested during the year is a petition by the Int. Paper
Co., for a partial abatement of taxes assessed on the Cross
Mill Dam and Water rights connected therewith.
This was due to the Town of Northfield increasing the
valuation of said Company on what they claimed as in
their town about $40,000 00 above what it had been be-
fore.
This petition was entered in the April term of the Su-
perior Court for this county. Our assessors claimed the
valuation made in 1918 was none too high.
The importance of the case seemed to warrant the em-
ployment of a disinterested expert, not only as tO' the value
of this particular piece of property but as to all their real
estate and water 'rights, within the city. In order to be
prepared to show this company's property was taxed no
higher than other manufacturing property in the city it
seemed best to have an appraisal of all real estate and ma-
chinery in the city used in manufacturing. The results
showed a very large increase in the valuation of this
class of property which yielded the city an increase of over
$15,000 00 in taxes. AH the persons and corporations
whose valuation was raised paid their taxes without pro-
test before Dec.l, except the company which has tlie suit
pending.' They paying vmder protest so as not to preju-
dice the pending suit. I make this explanation so the re-
cords may show why our valuation increased to such an
extent during the year 1919. *
EDWARD G. LEACH.
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CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS.
The following funds have been placed in the care of the
Trustees of Trust Funds for the City of Franklin in trust,
the income to be expended in the care of various lots in
cemeteries within the city agreeable to Chapter 51 of the









Place Cornel ery . ..| 200 00
Lill M. Eaton I 50 00




Ransom F. Evans .... 200 00
Z)aniel D. Straw | 100 00
Samuel Heath
j 100 00








Daniel Herriok 50 00
Alfred A. Gile 100 00
Edward R. Noyes 50 00
Nancy L. Messer 100 00
Mary A. Richardson . . 100 00
Charles W. Bartlett .
.
100 00
Herbert Sanger 100 00
Alonzo Messer 100 00
George W. Rumsey ... 50 00
C. O. Stearns and L. M.
Knight 100 00
Thomas R. AVhite 75 00
TVIoses M. Burbank 50 00
Ransom F. Eva-ns 150 00
John A. and Bickford
I^ang 100 00
H. Hancock 200 00
John W. Fifield 50 00
Charles W. Cawley ... 125 00
Lyman B. Sleeper 100 00
S. H. Amisd€n and A. A.
Sleeper 100 00
James Smith 500 00
7 01





i-3 o» o P -
Mrs. Mary Frost










Jeremiah Thome . ...





Warren M. Draper ....
John F. Dodge
Eunice G. Colburn . . .










Isaac N. Blodgett . . .
.
Alvin A. Woodward . .
Frank L. Morrison . .
William F. Pearson .
William W. Hancock .
.
Michael Duffy




Christina IMcClure . .
Charles Penniman . .
.
Martha Crossland . . .
Fred A. Eastman























































Mrs. James B. Peabody
Mrs. A. D. Sanborn . .
.
Thomas P. Thompson
Mary A. Edgerly estate
Aiken-Burr
ijeorge B. Robie
Ameretta Ellsworth . .
Clara J. Crowell estate
Ellen M. Wilson for S.
Sawyer
Caroline S. Shepard .
James B. Warren estate
James K. Floyd
Nancy J. Keiser
George A. Harmon ....
Lucretia Sanborn . ...
Edgar A. Jones
John B. Wadleigh estate
J. H. Rowell estate . . .
Rowell (for J. H. Cilley)
Frederick Flanders . .
.
Mrs. P. C. Harrison .
Etta D. Martin
William T. Savage ....
Joseph Wiggin estate .
C. P. Webster, D. P.
Hardy, E. L. Sanborn,
E. D. Currier








(Mara Morey I.ane ....
Mrs. John Whitehead .
100 00
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LOT




Warren Wadleigh . . . .
j
Horace Ingalls I
Hannah 0. Heath 1

































Pell M. Greeley and
Mrs. A. J. Thurston
J. W. Russell
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LOT
R. G. Burleigh, Webster







Alphonso Emery . ~. . .
.
Austin F. Pike
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MARY J. COLBY FUND.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirteen.
A resolution relating to the Mary J. Colby Fund.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin as
follows
:
Whereas, By the terms of the will of the late Mary J.
Colby, the sum of ten thousand dollars has been given to
the City of Franklin, N. H., in trust, the income to be used
annually for the support of the poor of said city, and the
principal to be known as the Mary J. Colby Fund
:
Be it Resolved, That the City of Franklin, N. H., in
accepting said trust fund hereby votes that same shall be
deposited by the Treasurer of said city as follows, to wit
:
That the sum of five thousand dollars shall be deposited to
the credit of the City of Franklin, in the Franklin Savings
Bank of Franklin, N. H., and the sum of twenty-five hun-
dred dollars shall be deposited to the credit of the City of
Franklin in each of the following named banks, to wit:
New Hampshire Savings Bank and Merrimack County
Savings Bank, both of Concord, N. H., to be known as the
Marv J. Colby Fund ; and that the annual interest or divi-
dends paid by said banks on said deposits shall be expended
for the benefit of the poor of Franklin, N. H., by an agent
who shall be elected by the City Council of said city of
Franklin, for a term of one year, and that said agent shall
annually make a return to said city of the names of the
persons assisted and the amounts to each, but that said
names shall not be included in the list of paupers, or pub-
lished.
Approved, W. W. EDWARDS, Mayor.
Passed September 8, 1913.
That part of the above resolution relating to "an agent
who shall be elected by the City Council" was repealed
September 13, 1915, and trustees appointed under provi-
sions of Chapter 162, laws of 1915.
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Mary J. Colby Fund.
Deposited in Franklin Savings Bank $5,000 00
Merrimack County Savings Bank 2,500 00
New Hampshire Savings Bank. . 2.500 00
Ransom F. Evans Fund.




Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1919 $394 81
Dividends from invested funds 400 00
Bond coupons, etc 71 68
Paid to persons in need $727 23
Cash on hand 139 26




Trustees of Trust Funds.
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TRUST FUNDS OF THE FRANKLIN PUBLIC
LIBRARY.
Jeremiah Clark Fund, Indianapolis Light &
Heat Gold Bond ' $1,000 00
Michael and Mary Duffy Fund, Manchester
Traction Light & Power C, Bonds 2,500 00
Frank and Ella Chapman Fund, Franklin
Savings Bank 2,000 00
Mary D. Aiken Fund. Franklin Savings Bank 1,000 00
Frank L. Morrison Fund, Franklin Savings
Bank 500 00
Harriet Sanborn Jones Fund, Franklin Sav-
ings Bank . " 100 00
Florence Greeley Fund, Franklin Savings Bank 50 00
The interest on above funds is used for the purchase
of books for the library.
WARREN F. DANIELL.
CEMETERY TRUST FUND.
Notes on hand Dec. 31, 1919 $19,196 00
Sums received for permanent care of lots.... 3,155 00
Total on hand Dec. 31, 1919 $22,351 00
Interest Account, Cemetery Trust Fund.
Cash on hand Franklin Savings Bank Dec 31,
19a8 $1,359 42
Cash on hand Franklin National Bank Dec.




Oct. 1, Dividend 50 Franklin Savings Bank 51 27
Nov 3, Interest, Bonds, Davison Estate 70 00
Dec. 3, Interest, Cemetery Trust Funds 755 87
Total $2,306 56
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Paid :—
Feb. 24, John K. 'I'ilton, labor at Webster
Lake Cemetery $3 00
Tilly 31, \\'illiam Cline, labor at Call Cemetery 5 00
bet. 15, Franklin Cemetery, care of lots 400 00
Nov. 3, Franklin Cemetery, care of lots.... 198 00
Nov. 28, John F. Tilton, labor at Webster
Lake Cemetery 6 00
$612 00
Balance on hand Franklin Savings Bank Dec.




Dec. 3, Interest Odell Memorial Fund $80 00
Paid
:




Trustees of Trust Funds.
PARK COMMISSION.
Report of the Treasurer.
Our inter-city Playground, Odell Park, has this year
again been "functionizing" normally. As soon as the
lagoon was unfettered from its icy mail, the care taker,
Mr. Morrison, busied himself, early and late, in his tire-
'^%
Odell Park. Arch and Entrance.
less task of tidying-up, reshaping, and resurfacing the
grounds.
The familiar, frequently repaired, wooden bleachers
were removed early in the season, as a measure of
safety, but it was not until August that the new cement
bleachers, with heavy planked seats were completed and
the base-ball diamond was vastly improved by its "skin"
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coat,—two-fifths loam and three-fifths clay,— at an ex-
pense of several hundred dollars, but with the unquali-
fied approval of all devotees of the national game.
In June, the Chautauqua Assembly again pitched its
tent here, and, while the pecuniary emoluments were
hardly satisfactory to the fifty "guarantors", the week's
program was extremely interesting and instructive. To-
ward the end of the season, a street carnival, with its
numerous "concessions", succeeded in capturing from
the free-and-easy prodigality of a sport-loving pul)lic. a
The Drive.
sum far in excess of its license-fee, its war-tax. antl its
ground rentals.
In the Spring, a new pig was installed in the sty, cam-
ouflaged in bottle-green pigments.—where the war-pig
of last year throve in disgruntled porcine democracy un-
til he received his final quietus. A flock of hens.—Rhode
Island Reds—also helped to reduce the high cost of fix-
ing, and, throughout the v^ummcr. fifteen White J'ekin
ducks disported llu'nise]\es in the lagoon, to tiie adnnra-
tion of the public.
Could the desemlxxlied spirits of rontanhuni (the
Trapper) and Ponl)akin (the Arrowmaker ),
—
"young,
and very intelligent, born and bred all tlieir days in
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these parts, and familiar with the great Lake and the
Rivers", have revisited this Wabanaki Village site, as
in 1652, it is doubtful if they could have recognized it in
this year of grace 1919
!
The river no longer murmurs to the cadence of the
forest. Enriched by its contact with the civilization of
Laconia and Tilton, polluted and discolored by the manu-
facturing waste outflowing from the tailraces of our own
mills, it no longer permits the shad to migrate up to the
limpid azure waters of the "Acjuedoctan".
Ducks in the Lagoon.
This result is one of the perils of high civilization;
and yet, fortunately, this valuable hcvtage of our water-
front was secured for us for a Park Playground before
it was lost forever.
On the opposite side of the stream we have a good
illustration of how a growing town is prone to turn its
back upon its water-front, so to speak. "Napoleon turned
aside his great Simplon Road to save a tree which Caesar
once had mentioned". Someday perhaps our ideas of
scenic beauty will be sufficiently ripened so that we shall
not view undismayed the felling of a stately elm into the
river, in order that space may be made on the river-bank
for an overhanging garage.
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This year more than $150 has been expended in water-
proofing the cement ceUar, and in "granitizing" the
basement exterior of the caretaker's Lodge, thereby
rendering it more attractive to the eye, as well as more
Caretaker's Cottage.
desirable as a residential abode. With its background of
green, the Lodge is a most charming addition to the Park,
and as useful as it is beautiful.
Daniell Park.
The sanitary conditions of the old Farm-liouse have
been greatly bettered by the installation of a toilet room
together with a septic sewage tank. These much needed
improvements cost considerably more than $200, I)Ut the
tenants cheerfully agreed to pay $2 a month additional
rental in consideration of these l>ettemients. On the
sloping hillsides around the house, the pine plantations
have sent up another growth of 7,000 "leaders" sky
ward,—an omen of the days when they will hold high




In September, in consideration of tlie conveyance to
him, in fee, of a reserved 15 ft. pass-v^^ay to the Lake,
Mr. Ralph H, Sherburne deeded to the city a trapezoid
shore-strip : "Beginning- at the center of a culvert on Web-
ster Ave., thence South-westerly on land of E. G. Leach
to Webster Lake; thence Southerly by said Lake 16 ft.
to a maple tree ; thence Easterly about 80 ft. to Webster
Ave., and a maple tree; thence Northerly by said Ave.
to the bound begun at." This conveyance will give the
public access to the Lake, as heretofore, and will insure
to the owners of lots on the East of the Avenue, an un-
obstructed shore-line view. The Treasurer's Report
shows a credit of $225 received from Mr. C. A. Wil-
liams for the sale of three small lots located on the East
of WVbster Ave., opposite his summer-home. In Octo-
ber, the sum of $2,000 was received from Mr. and Mrs.
Geo. L. Hancock, for about seven acres of woodland op-
posite their Lake estate. In conveying this property, it
should be borne in mind that your Commission did not
sell the landscape ; to that a warranty-deed gives no title.
It is the intention of the owners to preserve this as a
Park annex to their estate. The public can still look up-
on and enjoy it as though owning it in fee simple. The
$2,000 has been placed in the Franklin Savings Bank, to
the credit of the "bath-house" fund, which, as of October
1, amounted to $3,030,—a sum somewhat larger than that
offered the Town for the whole 120 acres of the "Town
Farm", in 1892.
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER.
Receipts.
Balance on hand at the last report $713 06
Sale of cord wood at Webster Lake Park 998 25
Sale of Oak lumber at Webster Lake Park. . . 467 83
Received from C. A. Williams for 3 lots at
Webster Lake 225 00
Received from Eva S. Hancock for land at
Webster Lake 2,000 00
Appropriation by City Council 500 00
Received for rent at Danicll Park 108 00
Received for storage of boats at Daniell Park 4 50
Hay sold from Odell Park 6 00
Odell memorial Arch Fund 160 00




E. S. Morrison, services as caretaker $624 00
Miscellaneous labor 72 04
Franklin Light & Power Co., light and supplies 80 60
E. S. Morrison, iron vise 1 50
F. R. Bucklin. l>oat 24 00
E. M. Gray, carting boat 3 50
George E. Clark, teams and labor 16 00
Byron S. French, for 15 loads of clay delivered 27 75
Judkins & Wallace, repairs on fountain 2 40
L. W. Buswell, painting 18 75
Chadwick & Kidder, cement and supplies.... 53 82
Eugene Routhier, repairing cellar 78 00
C. P. Stevens, supplies 2 69
H. E. Colby, repairing swing 2 69
Judkins & Wallace, labor and supplies 39 12
L. J. Cherrier, labor and supplies 16 48
Griffin Drug Co.. set of bases 17 60
A. C. Huebcr, 23 loads of loam 5 75
Central New Hampshire Tel. Co.. scrxice.... 2 00
W. E. Dunlap, contract erecting bleachers.... 652 87
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W. E. Dunlap, grading 146 42
VV. E. Dunlap, labor and grade for loall field . 394 94
H. E. Emery, lumber 2 80
J. A. Youngman, trucking 15 00
Roy O. Stevens, destroying gypsy moths .... 35 70
H. T- Kidder, 61 loads of grade and trucking. 106 75
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., coal \ . 96 82
Highway dept., for use of steam roller 5 72
George E. Clark, teams 9 50
L. J. Cherrier, labor and supplies 90
Keegan & French, supplies 37 00
Keegan & French, paint, wall paper etc 23 32
Webster Lake Park.
John W. Little, surveying Hancock Lot .... 10 00
Revenue stamps for Hancock deed 2 00
Revenue stamps and expense Williams deed. . 1 50
Daniell Park.
Judkins & Wallace, labor and material 200 01
Fred Antil, carpenter 15 76
Chadwick & Kidder, cement etc 48 34
C. P. Stevens, supplies 2 66
Keegan & French, labor and material 49 11
Towne & Robie, cloth signs , 5 57
Deposited in Franklin Savings Bank, Book No.
21913 2,000 00






Franklin, Jan. 24, 1920.
To the Mayor and Members of the City Council:
The reports of the Librarian and Treasurer of the
Public Library for the year ending Dec. 31, 1919 are here-
with respectfully submitted to you. These reports are
worthy of your careful attention and consideration.
The deserving support which the city government has
given to the public library has always been substantially
reflected in the good work the institution is doing in our
community.
The finances of the library at this time are in a health)'
state but an institution of this sort can profitably use all
the funds that might be placed at its disposal. Our library
claims the attention of all citizens who are philanthropi-
cally inclined.
The physical conditions of the library 'have been main-
tained during its existence. Some extraordinary repairs
have had to l)e made and the usual repairs upon a build-
ing of its kind have been attended to.
A library represents a community centre as no other
public institution can and it is the desire of the trustees
that every inhabitant should feel that tliis institution is
his own to use for his own good and for the benefits of
future generations.
W. F. DUFFY, Chairman.
Trustees Franklin Public Library.
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TREASURER'S REPORT.
To the Trustees of the Public Library.
I hand you herewith my report as treasurer for the
year ending Dec. 31st, 1919. It may be noticed that the
report is in somewhat different form from previous years.
This is by request of the Public Library Commission as
they wish uniformity in the reports. The amount indi-
cated above as income from endowment funds $318 64
represents only a part of the amount available as the
dividends on various trust funds now in the Franklin
Savings Bank are allowed to accumulate until actually
needed for the purchase of books. They amount now
to $318 91. The interest from the following funds is
available yearly for the purchase of books and in addi-
tion to this is added the income from fines, book rentals,
rent of Library Hall, etc.
Clark Fund, $1,000.00, invested; Duffy Fund, $2,500.00,
invested; Chapman Fund, $2,000.00, Savings Bank; Aiken
P'und, $1,000.00, Savings Bank; Morrison Fund, $500.00,
Savings Bank; Tones Fund, $100.00, Savings Bank;
Greeley Fund, $50.00, Savings Bank.
A sum of $2295.46 remaining from the original con-
struction fund is in the Savings Bank and the dividends
on it are added to the book fund. The income from the
above sources is sufficient to ensure a moderate yearly
expenditure for new books.
Receipts.
Balance Dec. 31, 1918 $3,352 07
Received from City 3,200 00
Received from Endowment Funds. 318 64
Received from Fines and Rentals.. 363 20
Received from Other Sources .... 123 51
$7,357 42
Expenditures.
Expended for Books $769 97
Expended for Rebinding 53 60
Salaries, Librarian 916 66
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Salaries, Assistants 534 75
Janitor Service 240 00
Heating and Lighting 484 39
Supplies and Printing 68 94
Repairs and Improvements 117 82
General Upkeep 200 75
Branch Salaries 169 00
Lighting 1 1 00
Rent 120 00
Balance Savings Bank 3,478 08
Balance National Bank 179 46
Balance Cash 13 00
$7,357 42
W. F. DANIELL, Treasurer.
LIBRARIAN'S REPORT.
To the Trustees of the Franklin Public Library:
The year 1919 has seen a return to legitimate library
activities which were somewhat hampered by demands
made upon the building and stafif during the world war.
The effect is seen in the circulation of books and maga-
zines which increased from 30,051 in 1918 to 42,103 in
1919. The Reading Rooms have shown a larger atten-
dance and much more reference work has been done.
The library has suffered a great deal from increased book
prices. Hardly a book can be purchased now for less
than a dollar and a half. The price of all supplies has
increased in like manner, and as the appropriation has
not increased, the number of books purchased is much
smaller than would have been the case had the old prices
been maintained.
Miss Mildred Pcaslcc returned to her duties as assis-
tant librarian on September 1, having completed her
course at the Pratt Institute Library School the previous
June. The knowledge and training gained while there
has been, and will continue to be of great advantage to
the library.
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The record of circulation and other data pertaining to
administration follows
;
Number of bound volumes accessioned at begin-
ning of 1920 12,001
Number added by purchase 452
Number added by gift 40
Federal, state and town documents added 1
Number of volumes of magazines added by bind-
ing 16
Total 509
Number of magazines currently received 42
Number of newspapers 6
Number of volumes of non-fiction lent, Adult.. 3,304
Number of volumes of non-fiction lent, Juvenile 1,256
Number of volumes of non-fiction lent, Total 4,560
Number. of volumes of fiction lent. Adult 27,732
Number of volumes of fiction lent. Juvenile .... 8,936
Number of volumes of fiction lent. Total 36,668
Unbound magazines lent 875
42,103
Number of new borrowers added during the year 332
Approximate number of active borrowers during
the year 1800














REPORT OF WATER COMMISSIONERS.
To the City Council of the City of Franklin :
The Water Commissioners of the City of Franklin, re-
spectfully submit the following report for the year, 1919.
1919.
Dr.
Jan. 1, To balance from last report $ 671 89
To collected for Water Rents, 10,550 70




Dec. 31, By amount paid on Service Account $747 14
By amount paid on Expense account 9,546 16
By amount paid on Repair account.. 1,384 15
By cash on hand 292 28
$11,969 73




Feb. 1, Wallace & Tiernan Co., chlorinator.. $370 00
Judkins & Wallace, pipe 41 26
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., strainers 1 42
Page Belting Company, belting .... 67 39
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., coal... 34 68
I. V. Goss, services 15 00
F. N. Parsons, salary, (1914) and
cash paid 140 00
Franklin Light & Power Co., power 212 43
Reading Meters 15 00
Labor Pay Roll 121 49
Sundry Cash Items 30 45
Mar. L Judkins & Wallace, pipe 16 03
Towne & Robie, printing 22 25
W^allace & Tiernan Co., installing
chlorinator 55 39
George E. Gilchrist Co.. valves .... 2 60
Electro Bleaching Gas Co., chlorine. 34 85
E. G. & E. W. Leach, insurance 8 25
Labor Pay Roll 259 52
Sundry Cash Items 20 41
Apr. 5. Towne & Robie. printing 7 25
Olin H. Chase, truck license 15 00
Judkins & Wallace, reading meters 30 70
Labor Pay Roll 163 46
Sundry Cash Items 7 88
May 1. Franklin Light & Power Co., power . 131 93
Thomas F. Clifford, insurance 86 20
George E. Winslow, repairs 5 50
Judkins & Wallace, labor 38 54
f.abor Pav Roll 157 52
Sundry Cash Items 57 79
June 5, Franklin Light &: Power Co.. sundries 4 45
Vacuum Oil Company, oil 59 70
Clarence P. Stevens, sundries 8 06
Prescoitt's Gara'ge, itruck 853 05
Towne & Robie. printing 7 88
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Chachvick & Kidder, lumber
Judkins & Wallace, lal>or
Labor Pay Roll
Sundry Cash Items
July 1, Frank N. Parsons, salary
Judkins & Wallace, sundries
Labor Pay Roll
Sundry Cash Items
Aug. 7, Clarence P. Stevens, sundries
Chadwick & Kidder, lumber & cement
Judkins & Wallace, sundries
Acme Knitting Machine & Needle
Co., labor
Towne & Robie, printing
The Acorn Refining Co., roof paint.
Franklin Light & Power Co., power.
L. Sonneborn Sons, Inc., paint
Labor Pay Roll -.
Sundry Cash Items
Sept. 4, Judkins & Wallace, sundries
Franklin Light & Power Co.. lamps .
Towne & Robie. printing
Labor Pay Roll
Sundry Cash Items
Oct. 4, Franklin Light & Power Co., motor. .
Chadwick & Kidder, lumber
Clarence P. Stevens, sundries
L. M. Crane & Co.. oil
Labor Pay Roll
Sundry Ca.sh Items
Nov. 1, Judkins & Wallace, gasoline & pipe..
Franklin Light & Power Co., power.
L. M. Crane & Co.. oil
H. E. Colby, labor
Walworth Manufacturing Co., vise. .
Clarence P. Stevens, pipe
Towne & Robie, printing
George E. Gilchrist Co.. drill
Lal)or Pay Roll,
Sundry Cash Items
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The Central New Hampshire Tel.
Co., service 2 50
City report 38
F. N. Parsons, salary 100 00
Labor Pay Roll 486 63
Sundry Casli Items 19 20
Dec. 31, Chadwick & Kidder, cement 7 71
Judkins & Wallace, gasoline 21 16
Franklin Light & Power Co., lamps. 5 90
Franklin Light & Power Co., power. 112 50
Addressograph Co., name plates.... 1 86
New Hampshire Typewriter Co.,
stamp, ink 1 30
George E. Gilchrist Co., washers ... 1 45
Walworth Manufacturing Co.,
wrenches 12 19
Clarence P. Stevens, sundries 3 80
Electro Bleaching Gas Co., chlorine. 32 38
Agnes G. Nelson, services 1500
Labor Pay Roll 351 29
Sundry Cash Items 44 52
$8,195 45
Superintendent's Salary 1,500 00
$9,695 45
Less transferred to Ser^-ices from





Feb. 1, Labor Pay Roll $15 00
Mar. 1, National Meter Companv, parts.... 59 50
Labor Pay Roll ." 51 86
Apr. 5, Tudkins & Wallace, lal>or 118 18
May 1, Thomson Meter Co., parts 9 10
National Meter Company, parts 56 63
Judkins & Wallace, labor 27 95
June 5, Judkins & Wallace, labor 31 80
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Thomson Meter Co., labor 9 10
July 1, Tiulkins & Wallace, labor 33 60
Aug. 7, H. Mueller Mfo^. Co., waste cocks . . 30 92
National Meter Company, parts .... 5 13
Oct. 2, Thomson Meter Co., meter 9 79
Nov. 1, National Meter Company, parts .... 70 36
National Meter Company, meters . . 77 50
Pittsburgh Meter Company, over-
hauling meter 8 00
Dec. 31, ITersey Manufacturing Company, re-
pairing meter 4 94




Mar. 1. Peter Collins, labor
Apr. 5, Peter Collins, labor
Rumsey Pump Company, pins. nuts.
Chadwick & Kidder, lumber
June 5, Keegan & French, paint
y\ug. 7, Builders Iron Foundry Co., specials.
George E. Trudel Co.. pipe
Rumsey Pump Company. ])arts ....
Sept. 4, IT. E. Colby, sharpening ]>icks
George E. Gilchrist Co.. pipe
Oct. 2, Builders Iron Foundry, specials ....
Walworth Manufacturing Co.. cocks
Nov. 1, Chadwick & Kidder, lumber
ly. J. Cherrier, pipe
Franklin Light 6!: Power Co.. lamp
cord
Dec. 31. Peter Collins, labor
Rumsey Pump Company, services of
expert 52 12
Franklin Light \' Power Co.. jiarts
for mc)tor 20 00
$66 00
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Received for Water Rents $10,550 70
Excess of maintenance over income 379 61
$10,930 31
Balance Income, Dec. 31, 1918 84,411 99
Deduct deficit, 1919 379 61




Feb. 1, Labor Pay Roll .^10 61
Mar. 1, Labor Pay Roll 1 67
Apr. 5, Judkins & Wallace, labor 5 57
May 1, George E. Gilchrist Co., fittings.... 59 63
Judkins & Wallace, sundries 13 15
June 5, George E. Gilchrist Co., fittings .... 9 37
Aug. 7, George E. Gilchrist Co., fittings 75 81
Sept. 4, Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.,
charts 8 17
Nov. 1, The McGloughlin Iron & Brass
Foundry Co., gates 50 00
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., parts 6 62
George E. Gilchrist Co., pipe 327 99
Nov. 29, George E. Gilchrist Co., fittings 29 26
$597 85
Transferred from Expense account
for labor 149 29
$747 14
Collected on Service Account 747 14
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CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNT.
Expenditure for Construction as previously
reported $154.559 65
Land, Water & Power 29,000 00
Total Expenditure $183,559 65
Less balance income account 84,032 38
$99,527 27
Less premium on bonds 3,819 55
$95,707 72
Water debt $84,000 00
Cash advanced by city 12,000 00
Total investment $96,000 00





Dec. 31, To bonded debt $80,000 00
To balance $25,000 00 note 4.000 00
To cash advanced 12,000 00
To premium account 3.819 55




Dec. 31, By cost of works $183,559 65
By cash on hand 292 28
$183,851 93
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PUBLIC SERVICE ESTIMATE.
Eighty-two public hydrants at $30 $2,460 00
Four watering troughs at $40 160 00
Three drinking fountains 60 00
Nine stand pipes 180 00
Water for flushing sewers 100 00
Water by meter, City stables and fire station . 28 87
Water by meter, City Hall 58 78
Water by meter. City Library 29 32
Water by meter, City Hospital 134 24
Water by meter. Engine House 6 00
Water by meter, Armory 8 60
Water by meter, Odell Park 23 00
Water by meter, School Houses 1,427 02
Water by meter, Franklin Cemetery 41 68
Water by meter, Sanborn Cemetery 6 00
$4,724 11
Interest on Water Debt Paid by City.
$80,000 bonds at Sy.fo $2,800 00
$16,000 note at 4% 604 00
$3,440 00
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GATES.
Number 146







Previously reported 78,085 feet
Laid in 1919, 1 in. cement lined 705
78,790 feet














Total population of city, estimated 7,000
Total population on line of pipes, estimated 6,500
Number of persons using water, estimated 5,400
Number of families using water 1,064
Number of taps or connections of service pipe with
mains 666
Hotels 4
Mills and shops 15
Churches 6
Street sprinkler posts 9
Public watering troughs and fountains 6
Schoolhouses 4
Railroad stations 3
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RECORD OF PUMPING SERVICE.
Average amount in gallons pumped daily by months
and total amount pumped.
Pemigewasset Coldbrook Both Total
1919.
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1914
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has been Superintendent and has been equally successful
and efficient.
During the year repairs which could no longer be de-
layed have involved large expense. It was necessary to
purchase a new motor for the Pemigewasset station.
Many leaks have been repaired. The meters are reaching
a stage requiring considerable expenditure for repairs. An
additional chlorinator has been placed in the Bow St.
station so that in case of emergency water from the Win-
nipeseogee river could be used with safety. The main-
tenance account has also been swollen by the high price
of labor. If it is planned to continue payment on the in-
vestment in the plant in addition to maintenance an in-
crease in the rates charged will be required, if the present
rates for labor continue. A large leak during the year
which eluded for months all efforts to locate it is also
responsible for increase of the labor account.
Another season to enable such an emergency to be more
economically handled a large addition should be made to
the filter surface at the Pemigewasset station.












School District of Franklin, N. H.
Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1919 $543 59
Appropriation 39,250 00
Tuition received 1,230 75
Dog Tax 376 64
Domestic Arts Dept 14 67
Manual Training Dept 23 75
Supplies sold 62 75
Paid orders 1683 to 1904 inclusive $41,457 83
Balance on hand Tan. 1 1920 44 32
$41,502 15 $41,502 15
FRANK PROCTOR, Treasurer.
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT.
To the Board of Education
:
T lierewitih su'l>mit my fifth annual report as Super-




Balance from preceding- year. . $ 543 59 $ 61 18
Appropriation \ .". 39,250 00 33,000 00
Literary Fund 523 90
DojT Licenses 376 64 574 67
Tuition 1,230 75 829 75
Manual Training Department. 23 75 32 91
Domestic Arts Department... 14 67 11 99
Sale of Supplies 62 75 21 08
$41,502 15 $35,237 48
Expenditures.
Salaries $25,658 07 $20,983 41
Books and Supplies 2.295 57 2.471 38
Care and Cleaning 2,122 40 l.Wl 18
Fuel 2,585 Sb 2.222 31
Transportation 2,958 50 2.2()0 00
Insurance 127 58 88 00
School Health 200 00 200 00
Truant Officers 209 00 179 55
State Tax 1,926 00
l^cpairs 1.568 38 1,650 70
Incidentals 1,806 47 1,737 36
lialance 44 32 543 59
$41,502 15 ^35,257 AS
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SALARIES.
Helen K. Alexander $ 672 10
Helen Buswell H 50
Mabel F. Bailev 354 21
Grace B. Brown 618 30
V. May Carlson 622 99
Lillian B. Currier 672 10
Hattie M. Campbell 759 78
Helen E. Clement 672 10
Mrs. Barnard Daniell 10 00
W^illiam F. Doran 583 31
Esther C. Dyer 621 90
Marv F. Davis 1,095 82
Martha G. Fowler 330 54
Ckribel Fish 121 00
Hazel French 569 12
Blanche I. Friend 473 08
Elizabeth Gonld 520 81
Gladvs E. Havw^ard 180 00




Marg-uerite Hopkins 779 23
Helen M. Johnson 215 7Z
Florence M. Jackm^an 647 94
Carrie Keniston 288 98
Alice P. Killam 606 98
George A. Keith 962 49
Helen M. Mullin 654 21
Elizabeth Mullin 388 92
Ida M. ^lanuel • 990 31
Christine Noyes 525 81
'
Hazel O. Place 238 00
Ed'wina M. Rosatto 833 54
Bessie C. Rowell 831 89
Gertrude \\\ Ross 365 55
Esther C. Stevens 168 00
Bertha M. Sanborn 144 00
Aurilla M. Shepard 150 00
Kate L. Severance 350 00
Florence M. Shaw 831 89
Elizalbeth M. Slinev 618 30
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Harry P. Swett 2,061 10
Gertrude Van Dommele 216 65
Mrs. Edward L. Welch 43 00
Lindol R. \Vatermain 1,474 76
Helen R. Welkins 729 63
$24,789 57
Evening Schools.
Gladys Brown $57 00
Mae Brown 57 00
Esther C. Dver 78 00
Helen E. Clemient 90 00
V. May Carlson 94 50
William F. Doran 48 00
Mrs. I. M. Hianson 66 00
Georjje A. Keith Ill 50
Mrs. H. J. Kiidder 94 50
Bessie C. Rowell 10 50
Gertrude W. Ross 67 00
Elizabeth AT. Sliney 94 50
$868 50





T). Applet on c^- Co $ 6 67
Allyn cK: P.^aoon 50 94
Am'erican P)<)ok Co 124 54
Amierican Red Cross 3 00
American School of Economics 1 50
!•:. ]\. P.ahh Sz Co 26 70
I'.
I .
P>amard & Co 33 47
Bec'kiley, Cardy & Co 1 55
Boston Music Co 2 88
Ca'mi|)rid,!4c Botanical Supply Co 43 20
( )livrr I )its(.n Co " 42 82
iMianklin Grocery Co 4 94
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Griffin Drii«- Co
Ghin & Co
D. C. Heath Sc'Co
Harper Bros




M'cKinley Publishing; Co. .
Milton Bradley Oo
Macmiillan Co






G. W. Sawyer & Son
Be'nj. H. Sanborn & Co. . ..
Shepard Bros









William Huntoon \.-> 7:^
William F. ^lartin 8 00
$1,116 85
Nesmith School.
JosluKi Roljcrts 865 55
Morrison School,
Can-oil Rowcll 32 75
Mrs. Rowell S 00
Birmingham Mimah 21 25
62 00
Golden Rule School.
Kate L. Severance $24 00
Gladys Hayward 10 00
Mrs. W. D. Annis 2 00
Webster Lake School,
Ada M. Raynn .
Eunice Leavitt
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Nesmith School.
Merrimack Fuel and Feed Co 1,027 26
Morrison School.
Raymond C. Russell 132 10
Webster Lake School.
L. C. Maxfield 12 00
Golden Rule School.
James E. Laughy 14 50
$2,585 86
TRANSPORTATION.
C. H. Carpenter $22 50
Harold Brown
, 288 00
A. L. Gordon 200 00
Charles W. Hill 328 00
Benj. F. Kimball 320 00
L. G. Leighton 252 00
Joseph Williams 612 00
B. M. Prescott 896 00
George H. Perkins 40 00
$2,958 50
INSURANCE.
Clyde C. Brown $94 58
H. A. Currier 33 00
$127 58
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SCHOOL HEALTH.
Ur. E. T. Drake, School Physician $200 00
TRUANT OFFICERS.
Algot Eliasson $152 00
Joshua Roberts 57 00
$209 00
STATE SCHOOL TAX.
J. W. Plunimer, State Treasurer $1,926 00
REPAIRS.
IT. W. Burleigh $ 146 14
L. J. Cherrier 75 87
R. G. Coill)v 3 25
\V. E. Dunlap 455 24
A. S. Eastman 2 95
I. M. Hanson 56 30
Tudkins .^ ^Valkcc 39 08
William TT. Martin 170 99
Eugene Routhier 13 40
T'oscph A. Rayno 236 64
Henry L. Yinmt^' 23 32
(George H. Perkins 104 25
Keegan & French 234 45
Rov (). Stevens 6 50
$1,568 38
INCIDENTALS.
Acnu' Knilling Machine Co.. machine wnrk S 1 22
C. R. Adams, clock 7 50
E. S. A\ery, stamped cn\ elopes 10 86
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Boston Duster Co., brushes
A. A. Beaton, professional services . . .
Central N. H. Telephione Co., service. . .
Citizens Telep'hone Co., service ,
Chadwick <S: Kidder, lumber .
,
George E. Clark, carriag-es supplied. . . . ,
T. O. Calley, printing
Cheshire Chemical Co., floor oil
John Dargie, freig'ht paid and teaniing. ,
Sherman Davenport, putting up 'booiths,
Franklin Light & Power Co., service . .
Franklin Hospital Assn
Rev. John E. Finen, cash expenses
J. W. H'O'dg-don, teaming.
Albert E. James, taking school census
George A. Keith, cash expenses ,
Kenney Bros. & Wolkins, desks
Georg"e B. Morrison, janitor supplies. . . .
Masury Young Co., janitor supplies
N. Y. Assn. for Blind, brooms
L. M. Pike & So'n, concreting
H. E. Rainville, rental of piano, etc
C. P. Stevens
Verna Stevens, accompanist
H. P. S'wett. cash expenses
Cameron Sissons, teaming
Towne & Robie, printing
Winnepesa'U'kee Telephone Co
2
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The increased cost of fuel will readily account for the
increased expenditure under 'that heading while the in-
creased cost of transportation was due to the necessity
of meeting the increased wages, grain bills and all items
entering into the problem of transportation.
The State Tax is a necessary payment resulting from
the passage of the Educational Bill by the last Legisla-
ture which requires a tax of two dollars for each child
enrolled during the year as well as from those enrolled
in evening schools. The same bill took from us for
general educational purposes the amount usually re-
ceived from the Literary Fund.
As the thougiitful reader compares the cost of the
schools with that of ten or twenty years ago he might
question if there was extravagance in expenditures and
if the present schools are 'better than those which he
attended.
The answer to the last question is that the schools of
twenty years ago are not good enougii today. Almost
every tax payer would obj'ect if 'we were to return to the
conditions of the last generation. More is 'being de-
manded of our schools today; in better buildings and
c(|uipnicnt; in mo're practical courses; in more attention
to the health of the pupils, and more expert teachers are
demanded, all of which necessitate increased expendi-
tures. In answer to the first question it is the desire and
attem])t of the school board to get the honest value of
every dollar expended for school purposes.
School Work.
The vvcurk (if the schools has progressed much more
siatisfactorily than that of a year ago. This has been
'because of l)etter attendance due to the absence of epi'
demies and to absence of severe weather and more es-
])ecially to the fact of not losing our best teachers who
tiiough having rq)eatedly been olYered positions at greatly
iiuTcrised salaries chose to remain with us. T am glad
tliat rt'ccnt action l)y tlic- Hoard on the nialtcr of salaries
gives to these teachers a remuneration more in keeping
with the res|)onsibility of their work and as a matter of
justice will) that paid in nurcantik' and commercial life.
'I'he ciHnditio'Us rep.Mled in previous reports as to the
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lack of sufficient a'ccommiodations in the hig-h school are
much more serious now. The openiing of tlTe comimerciial
course in Septemiher obliged the use of the roo'm for-
merly used as a kindergarten, while a coat room, poorly
lighted and ventilated and with very cramped quarters
had to be used as a room for typewriting. Suitable ac-
com^modations for the kindergarten could not he found
aind the experiment was tried of fuirnishiu'g transportation
for the pupils thus displaced to the Nesmith kindergarten
but not receiving the cooperati'on of the parents was later
discontinued.
The value of the kindergarten is 'being more and more
appreciated and its extension is recommended by all edu-
cators today. Not only does the kindergarten child gain
in the power of observation, of expression throug-h the
plays and games, in the forming of desirable attitudes
and habits but he the more readily falls into the routine of
regular school work. One session is considered far more
desirable for the average child at the beg'iuning of his
school life than two sessioms.
The use of the room now used for the commerical work
necessitates the stopping of pupils for wraps and rubbers
before passing fro'm one building to another with a loss
of froim five to ten minutes between each period with a
total lo'ss of forty-five minutes each day on an average.
It lias been sug'g^ested that acconTmodations for this de-
partment might be provided either in the City Hall or in
Library Hall, but this would uiean an even greater loss
of time owing to the g^reater distance.
The former kindergarten should be re-established at
the earliest possible date and I would recominend that
the City Council be urged to take action by authorizing
the erection of a four room addition to the Parker C. Han-
cock building permitting the moving of some of the
grades frO'm the Falls school to these new rooims, the
moving of the co'mmercial department to the rooms thus
vacated and the re-estal)lishment of the kindergnrlen.
Evening Schools.
Although the district has maintained evening schools
in the past to whic'h m'embership and attendance was
wholly optioual, the Educational Bill of 1919 required
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the maintenance of such a school and required the at-
tendance of ail persons between the ag-es of sixteen amd
twentv-one who were umahle to read and speak English
understand! ngly. The State Jioard has decided that at
least sixty sessions of the evening school shall be 'heM
this year and that no person required to attetid the school
sjhall be absent more than five sessions without losing
the certificate permitting his emiployment.
An examimation of the several mills found thirty
minors who were required to att'end the school. Others
came voluntarily and the oflfering of a course in stenog-
rapliy. typewriting and bookkeeping attracted others so
that for the last term we had a total registration of
eighty-five with an average attendance of sixty-five.
That these schools produce results is noted in the
pu])ils in their constantly increasing eas'e of oral expres-
sion, t'heir comiprehension of the printed page and their
increasing power to write and spell. Every opportunity
to teach the priu'ciples oif American government and
American institutions is g^-asped.
Junior High School.
In Se])temil)cr (lei)artmental teaching was begun in the
seventh and eighth grades thus beginning a simple form
of the Junior Migh School. This permits the specializa-
tion by the teachers in those studies most enjoyed and
c()nse(|ucntly best taught. The organization of the work
works out advantageously and in every way the results
are more satisfactory than 'before . We may 'hope to
extend this line of work until we finally have an approved
juninr I ligii vSchcx ij.
Repairs.
Onlv the most pressing repairs were mad'e the past
year owing to the scarcity and hig'h cost of labor and
stock. The custom of former years of fixing uj) two or
three rooms each year was however followed. In the
hig^h school yard a large amount of filling was done and
a m-w concrete walk laid greatly adding to the looks of
the \anl and the comfort of the i)upils. The wooden
steps were also replaced by concrete steps at each
buildinif.
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The coming^ year a thorouj^h overhauling of the
plumbing- should be made to stop all unnecessary waste
of water. The painting of the Nesmith and the Webster
Lake Iniildings which has been put off for several years
should be done and the old style d'esks and seats should
be replaced by seats and desks adjustable to the pupil in
at least one room the coiming year. Especially would I
urge that some arrangement be mad'e with the proper
authoriities whereby more heat shall ibe furnished for the
High and Hancock 'buildings during the coldest nigiits,
thus doing away with the frequent and costly bills for
frozen and burst pipes which we now have as well as
making the rooms more comfortable for evening school
work and more comfortable at the opening of school in
the morning.
New Scholarship,
Throug^h the generosity of Mr. Warren F. Daniell, a
scholarship in Slmimons College has been created and is
to be given annually to a graduate from the Franklin
High School who s'hall be reoo'mmended therefor by the
Board of Educatio'n. This scholarship is being used this
year 'by Miss Merrilam Downes, who was graduated last
June.
In conclusion, I would call your attention to the report
of the Headmaster of the High School, tlie Program of
Studies offered in the school and the reports of the
several supervisors and instructors especially to that of
the Commercial Departm'ent. This department will, I
believe, prove one of our strongest coairses and will easily
pro've its practical value in the coimimunity.
I w^ish to express my appreciation of the conscientious
work of the teachers during the past year and of the
support given me by the Board of Education.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE A. KEITH.
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HIGH SCHOOL REPORT.
Mr. Georo^e A. Keil'li, v^upcrintendeiit of Schools:
The past year lias been marked by one of the jj^reatesit
chani^es ever miadc in the courses of the Frankhn High
School. Thi's wias caused by the introduction of typ€-
writini^ and shorthand. Other departments have been
introduced from time to 'time, such as the Manual Traiin-
ino- and the Doimestic Arts departments, but the new
Coimmercial studies, in connection with these others,
have made it possible to rcarrans^e the choice of studies
so ithat the school is now really different from what it
hias ever been in the past.
For the first time, -[iuijils are not all required to take
algebr;! in ilicir first year, nor geometry in their second
year. It is expected that, as a result, t'here will be fewer
failures in tlie scliool, because these two studies have
always proved difficult for some who have been obliged
to take t'h'eni.
Since there is now a wider range of choice than hither-
to, parenits will do well to consider carefully before their
sons and daughters enter the high school what courses
seem best for them. The new program of studies will be;
inserted as a part of this report so that it may be ex-
amined by those inlterested.
With reference to algdbra and geo'metry, a few words
of caution should be miade ; girls who plan to continue
their education after the high .schooil should make sure
whether these studies are necessary for entrance credits.
Otherwise they may be disa|)pointe(l when it is too late.
As for boys, the value for them of algebra and geometry
should be thoughtfully comsidered. Many young men
find it advisable to take correspondence courses in these
sul)jects, lafter they leave sch'ool. I'ut it is much better
to take them in scliool as a part of the regular education.
A word of caution, also should be made with reference
to the new commercial studies. Pupils should not think
that they should be studied, whi'le the other studies may
be neglected wiilinut li.irni. 'i'he broader education a per-
son has, th'e better he is likely to succeed in business po-
sitiiins. ( )ne slrould not think only of the position that
can be secured inimcdiatelv after graduation; but rather
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of the a-biliitv that one may have to advance to better
stations as years pass. A good command of language
and a knowledge of history and science will prove advan-
tageous in every p'O'sition or station.
In fact, the valne of edu'cation both for the individual
and for our democracy, in general, has been made clearer
than ever iby the war. The sa>me condiltions that have
s'hown fhie value of education, in genenal, have also shown
the value of a good high school training.
By the same searching lig-ht of the war, a serious defect
i'n our education has been seen. This comes from insuf-
ficient attention to physical trainirrg. In diflferent par<ts
of the country measures have already (been taken to
remedy this evil. The tim'e 'should not be far distant
when a trained person 'has in charge the ,physical_ educa-
tion of every child, with a suitable room for physical ex-
ercises. Hereafter, whenever a school building- is con-
structed, the physical needs should be planned for as
much as for any other branch of instruction.
The school has the advantage of two scholarships.
One. known as the "Daniell Scholarship," established by
Mr. Jere R. Daniell, pays to the holder the tuition for the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. No one is noKv
making use of this opportunity. The other scholats'hip,
given bv Mr. \A'arren F. Daniell, pays the tuition at Sim-
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General Curriculum,
YEAR 1.
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Commercial Curriculum (Girls).
YEAR 1.
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think tone without w^hich the printed pag^e of music is as
an unknown language. This work sitarted in the first
grade and carried systematically through each year leads
to wonderful results in the higher grades. Without it
the performing of more difficut music becomes an effort.
A niew factor this year is the introduction of the
Teachers' Manual by Dr. Hollis Dann, which outlines the
work of each grade by months. Each teacher has a copy
for a reference book and a guide. The work in musical
dictation is taken from this supplementing the textbook
already in use.
An effort has been made to introduce the bass clef
earlier in the course in the seventh grade and to give
practice in it so that hoys entering the high school will
be able to sing their parts more readily. A new set of
books for this purpose is 'being used in the seventh and
eighth grades.
Addition of books containing attractive rote song ma-
terial has been made where formerly there were no
printed copies of such.
I 'have found cordial response from the High School
chorus and am planning to have this department take
charge of a Community Sing later in the senson. This I
consider one of the results of music in the high school,
namely a fondness for good music and the desire to carry
it into the comimuni'ty. A Girls' Glee Club has been
formed and one for hoys will 'be started during the winter
term'. The fact that only stringed instruments are played
by any students lias held up the orchestra work tem-
porarily.
It is a pleasure to find a group of teachers so interested
in music, many of whom are capable performers. We
have started a Teachers' Glee Club as a means of recrea-
tion and study.
Tn a school of this size it would seem licnHlcial to in-
troduce a course in Music Appreciation. History and
Theoi*y. Doubtless this will come in time. It wcmld
add to the attractiveness of the curriculum and tend to
produce a more musically informed public.
\ i)Uas'ant feature of our December work was a "sing"
(if Christmas carols in which the pupils of the fifth, sixth.
si\ eiitli and eighth grades participated making over two
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hundred g-a'thered in the high school room. This is a
}'early custom in soime iplaces and I would retoimmend it
here. It will add to the Chrisitmas spirit and the com-
munity spirit.
During' the remainder of the year we shall prepare the
glee clubs for som'e pu'blic work and ta'ke notice ol the




REPORT OF THE INSTRUCTOR OF THE
DOMESTIC ARTS DEPARTMENT.
Mr. George A. Keith, Superintendent of Schools
:
I wish to submit my second annual repoft of the Do-
mestic Arts Department.
Each grade above the fifth meets for one hour eac'h
week and during that time the sixth and seventh grades
sew. The eighth grade alternates cooking with sewing.
The work of the sixth grade is all hand sewing while
tliat of the seventh grade is both hand and machine
sewing. This year the girls have made a variety of
articles including the following : towels, napkins, pillow
cases, handerchiefs, underwear and aprons.
This year we have a four year Domestic Arts course
and now every girl in the high school may iake a cours'C
in Home Training. The Freshman course includes cook-
ing and sewing. These girls meet for ten periods a week
and during the Fall term canned over seventy-five pints
of fruit and vegetables and fifty jars of jelly and conserve.
They also served four meals. For sewing each girl has
made an apron, a piece of underwear and an article for
the home.
Home Nursing and Physiology has been added this
year. The aim of this course is to prepare the home
maker to care for the well, to meet emergencies and to
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care for the sick when a professional nurse is unnecessar\'.
The third course, Home Org-anization, involves getting
the home organized and in shape to be nm.
During the winter term it is planned to have the girls
serve hot soup or some hot stimulant at noon to those
pupils who l)ring their lunches.
Respectfully submitted,
^lARGUERITE IIOPKIXS.
REPORT OF THE INSTRUCTOR OF MANUAL
TRAINING.
I\Ir. George A. Keith. Superintendent of Schools:
I herewith sulunit my second annual report as super-
visor of the IManual Training Department.
T feel that the ye^ar jus/t past has been one of earnest
and successful endeavor in the department. All that the
course re(iuires. and to some extent more, has been ac-
complished in each; class. \\'ith very few exceptions,
each boy has done his allotted part with a display of in-
terest and ambition. I account for this in that, in our
department, boy's natural aptitude, to express himself by
means of employing his hands, is allowed a great deal of
freedom. Guidance and instructions are meted out to
him in such a way that he is continually working out and
imiproviiTg his own ideas. Our aim. in this departmen't,
is to install a training that will jm^x c beneficial in what-
ever career is followed out.
The high schoo'l 'boys, during the jKist year, have made
l)lans and constructed pieces of furniture to fit into their
respective homes. They iiavc also made typewriting
tables for the Commercial Department, as well as tt^ help
in.sttall the seats, and erect the black iboards.
During the Spring term, last year, the sec(^nd year High
School Class made pMtterns, and were taught the funda-
mental ])rinciples of Pattern Making. We xisited the two
foundries of the city, and through the kindness of ^fr.
Heaupre, each boy was allowi'd to mold and ])t)ur a
casting.
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I was gliad to see at the open in o^ of school in September
that the number of 'boys in the High School taking the
course had nearly doubled over last year. In two of the
grades we are over crowded and lack about four benches.
I have mentioned the need of a new machine planer and
circular saw table. During the past year any attention
has been called quite frequently to a power bench saw
and planer which would meet the needs quite saltisfac-
torilv. The cost of these two machines is comparatively
small, and they would add greatly to the efficiency of the
High School course.
I take this opportunity to thank all who 'have extended
courtesies and favors to me in connection with my 'work.
Respectfully submitted,
LINDOL R. WATERMAN,
Instructor of Manual Traimmg.
REPORT OF THE SUPERVISOR OF DRAWING.
Mr. George A. Keith, Superintendent of Schools:
Considerable time is devoted to illustrative drawing of
action figures with and without a 'background. These
tell stones about little people and big ones, at home, and
upon the street.
The mind pictures \Vhat it thinks, 'before expressing
itself in any medium. There must be a mental vision
first. Therefore the picture logically becomes the mo'St
direct and exact medium of expressing an idea or of sym-
bolizing a thoug'ht.
These classes enjo}' the use of a simple alphabet of
lettering. They learn the difiference in values of the six
rainbo'W colors. Construction work in meiasuring, fold-
ing and cutting also appeals to them.
There are beautiful lines and spots of color in nature
which small fingers may imitate. Children of these
grades appear to get more fun to the square inch out of
creative work in drav^ing than a/ny others.
This is true in a lesser degree of the grammar grades
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below th'C sevemth. Above t'he sixth, througfli the high
school, they have a more exacting discrimdnation, with-
out a corresponding increase in patience. They are more
easily discauraged with imperfect results.
In the very limited time lalloted, we try not only for
more perfect techmique, but to gain an appreciation of
simiple lines, good proportion, and hanmonious color.
This is a valuable asset. We hear of "Art that hunts
and is hunted." We all wish that the fine arts were
more 'hunted, and that advertising art hunted more.
Much careful work was done by these pupils which was
worthy of being reproduced on blotters, calendars and
for advertising.
If people would rely more upon the accepted canons of
enduring 'beauty, and less upon that old platitude, "Of
course I know nothing about art, but I know what I
like," they would do well. The latter is an expensive
vice which has led men to pay high prices for worthless
pictures, and spend fortimes upon collections of indis-
criminate trash. These were later dumped upon poor,
defenseless museums.
Good taste, however, we all think we possess, Wke a
sense of humor, but the other fellow lacks. P-eople are
realizing more, that beauty is an investment that p-ays,
for a 'beautiful home is essential to the spiritual health of
an American family.




REPORT OF INSTRUCTOR IN THE COMMER-
CIAL DEPARTMENT.
Mr. George A. Keith. Supninti'iKU'iit of Schools:
Commercial Education.
The ideal high school coninicrcial course has tlu'ce tlis-
tinct aims
:
First: To olTcr a ])ractical training' tli.'it will imluco a
large num'ber of high school students to remain in sciiool
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for a lonj;-cr period. Second: To equip young people as
t'h'oroui^hly a.s possi'ble to ensJat^e in 'biisiness affairs.
Third : To make the course broad enough so that the
students after comipleting it may 'be able to stand upon
the same plane intellectually and socially as those with
classiical training.
Bookkeeping.
This su'bject is taken up in the Freshiman and Sop'ho-
more years in h'ig^h scbool.
The Freshman classes during the first semester were
taug^ht how to journalize, post, take a trial balance and
close the ledger by journal entfies.
The Sophomore classes covered a'bout the same amount
of work with the exception of a few, who progressed
more rapidly. These were taught ^to use the journal,
sales book, purchase book and ledger.
Shorthand.
Shorthand is included in this course because, it mot only
enables young people at the very 'beginning of their com-
mercial life to earn a better salary than they could 'hope
to secure as mere beginners in any other position, 'but it
puts them in closer touch with the business man, and tliis
affords excellent opportunities to gain a definite knowl-
edge of every detail of the business. It also offers every
possi'ble opportunity for young people to s'how their un-
derstanding of business affairs and to secure proimotion
to important positioins much sooner than would otherwise
'be possible.
Shorthand has even greater value when considered
from a purely educational standpoint : It coimpels one to
think quickly and accurately ; hence the more important
mental training resulting directly from this study is the
development of ability to concentrate the whole mind
upon the work in hand. The scientific study of short-
hand compels the development of greater ability to hear
things accurately.
The Gregg system of shorthand which is used is com-
memeed in the Junior year. During the first sem'ester,
the firs't thirteen lessons in the Manual were covered.
The students acquired the ability to sound phonetically
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and write accuralcly Iruin dictation all words, wordsigns,
])lirases and sentences given in the text illustrating each
princijjle. At the end of the first year, the student
should be able to write seventy words a minute.
A special class is held in the afternoon for former high
school students who did not have the opportunity of
taking shorthand in their high school course. This class
has co'mple'ted al)out the same amount of work as the
Junior class.
Typewriting.
The touch method of operating miachines is taiigbt
throughout the course. Careful attention is paid to cor-
rect fing-erJng, and position. The course in typewriting
begins the first semester of the Junior year and runs two
years. During the first semester the students become
thoroughly familiar with the keyboard and by t'he end of
the Junior year they should 'be able to write from twenty-
five to thirty words a minute.
A larger typewriting room will be necessary, for the
size of the present room will be insufficient to accom-
modate nex>t year's classes. At least eight more type-
writers will l)e needed to meet future demands. The
above mentioned are absolute necessities. A school bank,
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SCHOOL PHYSICIAN'S REPORT.
Mr. Georg'e A. Kekh, Superintendent of Schools:
I submit the following- report for the school year 1918-
1919.
Numlber of pupils examined,
Cases of defective vision found,
Cases of defective hearing found
Cases of Anaemia,
Cases of pulmonary disease.
Cases of defective teeth.
Oases oif 'hypentrophied tonsils.
Cases of adenoids,
Cases of gland disease,
Unvacinated without excuse,
Other diseases of respiratory tract.
Respectfully submitted,
DR. E. T. DRAKE,
School Physician.
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"Americanization," In|;'el>org Laaby.
"War P'oetrv," Grace Mildred Crosby.
Cantata, "Colum'bus," Ilosmer, High School Chorus.
Class History, Otis John Douphinett.
I'resentation of the Class Gift.
Piano Solo, Calixa Lavallee, \'erna Louise Stevens.
Class Prophecy, Floyd Jimdford Taylor.

























Ilcnry I ladlcy Bartlet't. Dama Emerson Charles.
Lavvreiice Parker Charles. Maurice Ervin Hodgdon.
Delias William W^oodward Lambert. Angie May Blake.












John San ford Shoi)ard, Jr.
Ida Kathcrine Bryson.








Marv Avice Whidden.Arline Louisa Welch.
* 1 lonor ])U])ils who have attained a rank of ^X) per cent
or more for the course.
Class Motto.
"Impossible is Un-American."
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ROLL OF PERFECT ATTENDANCE.
High School—Wallace E. Cutler, Harold L. Farnum,
Frances E. Garand, Violia A. Kertisiton, Hazel A. Kirk,
Wendell E. Sinclair, Grace L. Ouimlby, Doris E. Rayno.
Falls Grade 8—Elsie Laaby, Miriam E. Stevens.
Falls Grade 7—Alexina Bouchey, Daphne Young,
Bernard Scribner.
Grade 4—Thomas Ripley.
Grade 2—Everand Young, Clarence Fielders.
Kindergarten—Audrey Young, Eleanor Wise.
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Statistics for the School Year Ending August 31, 1919.
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SCHOOL DIRECTORY.
Board of Education.
JOHN E. FINEN, D. D., President.
MRS. ALICE M. SHEPARD, Secretary,
WILLL\M W. EDWARDS.
The regular meeting's of the Board are held at the
office of the Superintendent of Sdhools at the High






Office hours from 8.30 to 9.00 a. m., and from 4.00 to
5.00 p. m.
Teachers.
High School—Harry P. Swett, Head-master.
William F. Doran, Ida M. Manuel, Mary
F. Davis, Elizabeth Mullin, Helen R.
Wolkims, Martha E. Fowler, Assistants.
Domestic Arts—Marguerite Hopkins.
Manual Arts—Lindol R. Waterman.
Drawing—Alice P. Killam.
Music—Gertrude Van Domimele.
Falls School—Grade 8, Florence M. Shaw.
Grade 7, Esther C. Dyer.
Grade 6, Helen E. Clement.
Grade 5, Hattie M. Campbell.
Grade 4, Lillian B. Currier.
Parker C. Hancock School
:
Grade 3, Elizabeth M. Sliney.
Grade 2, Helen K. Alexander.
Grade 1, Grace B. Brown.
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Nesmith School
:
Grade 8, Bessie C. Rowell.
Grade 7, Bdwina M. Rosatto.
Grade 6, V. May Carlson.
Grades 4 and 5, Hazel French.
Grade 3, Hazel O. Place.
Grade 2, Florence Jackman.
Grade 1, Helen M. Holmes.
Sub-primary, Bertha M. Samborn.
Morrison School—Esther C. Stevens.
Gol'den Rule School—Gladys Hayward.
Wdis'ter Lake School—Claribei Fish.
Janitors High and Parker C. Hancock Schools,
Algot Eliasson.
Nesmith School—Joshua Roberts.
Truant Officers—Algot Eliasson and Joshua Roberts.
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ACCOUNTANT'S REPORT.
To the Mayor and Council of the City of Prauklin:
I have carefully examined and verified the hooks and
accounts of the City Clerk, Treasurer, Tax Collector,
Board of Water Commissioners, Superintendent of Water
Works, Board of Education, Overseer of the Poor, Park
Commissioners, Trustees of Trust Funds for the City of
Franklin and Clerk of the Municipal Court, for the year
1919, and find the same correctly cast with proper vouch-
ers corresponding to all expenditures, and all receipts
properly accounted for, and find the following balances
to the credit of the city.
Statement.
Treasurer $16,469 34
Water Commissioners 292 28
Board of Education 44 32
Park 'Coim'mfesion 3,460 26
Trustees of Trust Funds for the City of Franklin.
Cemetery Trust Funds 22,351 00
Davison Bonds 2,000 O'J
Interest Cemetery Trust Fund 1,694 56
Odell Memorial Fund 2.000 00
Mary J. Colby & Ransom F. Evans Fund .... 12,000 00
Cash on hand, Mary J. Colby & Ransom F.
Evans Fund 139 26
And there is due from
Tax List, 1918 ^ 16 00
Tax List 1919 5.163 66




In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen.
A resokition relating to appropriation for the FrankHn
Hospital.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
folloivs :
That the City Council appropriate the sum of $1000.
for the Franklin MosijMtal the present year in considera-
tion of the agreement of the Franklin Chapter of the Red
Cross to defray the expense of employing a graduate
nurse as a District nurse throughout the year.
Approved, EDWARD G. LEACH. Mayor.
Passed January 6. 1919.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen.
A resolution relating to the a,ppointment of the Stand-
ing Committees of the Council.
Resoh'cd by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follozvs :
That the Mayor he authorized to apj)oint the following














Finance to consist of the Mayor and two members of
the Council.
Approved, EDWARD G. LEACH, Mayor.
Passed January 6, 1919.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen.
A resolution relating to hiring money.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follows
:
That the Mayor and City Treasurer, for the time being,
are authorized to hire money to pay the current expenses
of the several departments, and any outstanding notes,
bonds, or evidences of debt of the city becoming due, and
to give promissory notes of the city therefor.
Approved EDWARD G. LEACH, Mayor.
Passed January 6, 1919.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen.
A resolution relating to the Weekly Pay Rolls.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follozvs
:
That the Mayor be and hereby is authorized to draw
his draft each week for the payment of the weekly pay
roll of the hig*hway, sewer, and other departments where
weekly payment is required.
Approved, EDWARD G. LEACH, Mayor.
Passed January 6, 1919.
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In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen.
A r^olution relating to the discount in the collection
of taxes.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, os
follows
:
That in the collection of taxes the tax collector be
authorized and directed to make the following discounts:
Upon all taxes paid on or before Jidy 1, two per cent;
upon all taxes paid on or before August 1, one per cent,
and the collector shall give notice to all ]:)ersons whose
poll tax remains unpaid September 1, and if same is not
paid in fourteen days thereafter, twenty cents shall be
added.
Approved EDWARD G. LEACH, Mayor.
Passed March 26, 1919.
Tn the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen.
A resolution relating to aut()mol)iles.
Resolved by the City Comic il of the City of I'ninklin, rw
folloii's
:
That all automobiles stopping beside the sidewalk on
Central Street between Memorial Street and Prospect
Street be required to drive their cars to t'he sidewalk and
leave them with the right hand forward wheel close to
the curbing with the car standing at an angle of about
sixty degrees and that the City Marshal be instructed to
see that this resolution is observed.
Approved, EDWARD G. LEACH. Mayor.
Passed May 5, 1919.
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In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen.
A resokition relatins^ to the appropriations for the year
1919.
Resolved by the City Couneil of the City of Franklin, as
foUoivs :
That the following appropriations be made for the
year 1919.
Interest,
Water debt bonds, $2,800 00
Water Works note of March 1,
1916 653 34
Memorial Hall and Sewer Ex-
tension bonds 1,750 00
Nesmith School, etc., bonds . . 1,050 00
Temporary Loans 800- 00
Cemetery Trust Funds 800 00
Overdue Coupons 114 75
Odell Memorial Arch Fund . . 80 00




City Poor $950 00
Fire Department 7,000 00
Highway Department 15,000 00
Sidewalks 1,200 00
Memorial Hall 1.000 00
Memorial Day 200 00
Public Library 3,200 00
Police 3,200 00
Salaries 3,150 00
Street Lighting 7.900 00
State Tax . .' 24,462 00
State Tax, for Recognition of
War Service 5,436 00
County Tax 10,164 95
Sewer Maintenance 800 00
Moth Account 1,000 00
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State Aid Construction 2,820 00
Trunk Line Construction .... 2,500 00
Trunk Line Maintenance .... 2,500 00




Garlia^e Removal 850 00
Odell Park 500 00
Heating Plant 1,500 00
Leighton Road 300 00




Soldiers' Reception 2,500 00
To Apply on Debt 7,500 00
$163,731 04
Approved, EDWARD G. LEACH, Mavor.
Passed May 20, 1919.
Tn the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen.
A resolution rclatinij: to raisini,^ money by taxation.
Resolved bv the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follozvs
:
That the sum of $151,319.32 'be raised ibv 'taxation the
present year, and t'hat the 'assessors be instructed to
assess for that .anion n'l in tlie following" manner:
vState Tax $24,462 00
State Tax for Recognition of War Scnice. . . . 5.436 00
Coun'ty Tax 10,164 95
Scliool Money bv law 10,387 50
Public Library .' 3.200 00
Bearing Money 6.668 S>7
$60,319 32
and llu' sum of $*n ,000.00 to nvect the current expenses
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provided for by 'the lapipropriations made and the same he
appropriated with the other revenues of the city to meet
the same.
Approved, EDWARD G. LEAOH, Mayor.
Passed May 20, 1919.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen.
A resolution relalting to furnishing water for the
Cfaitlholic Cemetery.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follozvs
:
That the City Council favor the furnishing wiater for
the Catholic Cemetery free of cost, to be taken fro'Ui the
ipipe on the Hill road, such connection to be made un'der
the diredtio'n of th'e Water Commis'sioners.
Resolved, further, that consent is given for laying such
pipe in the public 'highway wherever necessary.
Approved, EDWARD G. LEACH, Mayor.
Passed July 7, 1919.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
n'ineteen.
A resolution relating to exemipting from taxation
certain property of M. J. Nevins.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follozvs :
That Michael J. Nevins and 'his associates, if any, be
and hereby are exempted from taxation for ten years from
this date on any capital invested in the manufacture of
needles and metal pressing, or similar articles, including
machinery, stock in trade and additional 'buildings, said
exemption not to apply to State or County tax or any
property nOw taxable in Franklin, N. H.
Approved, EDWARD G. LEACH, Mayor.
Passed Auust 4, 1919.
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In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen.
A resolution relating to exemptinig from taxation cer-
tain property of The Milbilt Company, Inc.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follozvs
:
That wiliereas, The Milbilt Company, Inc., a corpora-
tion having its principal place of business in Boston,
Miass., is considering leasing the real estate of Eliza T.
Sbepartd, heretofore occupied by V'eazey & Oliver in
Franklin, N. H., aind engaginig in the manufacture of
house finish, etc., now as an inducement for securing said
business to locate here.
It is hereby voted to exeni'pt said Company from taxa-
tion for a term of ten years from this date on its capital
that may be inxested in said business including its
machinery and stock in trade, provided said ex-
emption shall not apply to the State and County tax on
the same, or to any property now taxable in said city.
Approved, ED\\v\RD G. LEACH, Mayor.
Passed August 4, 1919.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen.
A resolution relating to Ivurrowing money for the
Water Department.
Rcsolird by the City Council of the City of franklin, as
follozvs :
That the Mayor and City Treasurer are ihereby au-
thorized to borrow for the tem])orary use of tlie Water
Department, a sum not to exceed $2,000.
Approved, EDWARD G. LEACH. Mayor.
Pais'sed N.)vem'l)er 3, 19l'X
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In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen.
A resolution relating to exemption- from taxation of
certain properity of the Seawil'l 'Needle Comlpany.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follows :
That the Seawill Needle Compiany (be and hereby are
exempted froim taxation for ten years from this date on
any capital invested in the mianufacture of needles, metal
presses or similar article's, including imathinery, stock in
trade and ibuildings.
Said exemption not to apply to State an'd County tax
or any property now taxable in Franklin, N. H.
Approved, EDWARD G. IvEACH, Mayor.
Passed Novemlber 3, 1919.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen.
A resolution relating to the Mary J. Colby Fund.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follows
:
Whereas, the City Council on September 8, 1913
adopted a resolution directing that the Mary J. Colby
fund of $10,000 be deposited in certain 'Savings Banks
therein named and whereas financial conditions 'have
since c'hanged and U. S. bonds, the safest security in the
world can now be purchased at a price to net about five
per cent,
Resolved, that said vote of said Council be and hereby
is amended to such an extent as ito authorize the with-
drawal of said Trust funds from said Banks (and its rein-
vestment in U. S. Govt. 4yl per cent bonds and that the
same be registered.
Also that the Trustees of Trust fund's be further au-
thorized to invest any other Trust funds now deposited
in Banks for the benefit of the city in similar bonds.
Approved, EDWARD G. LEACH, Mayor.
Passed Decemiber 15, 1919.
ORDINANCES.
Relating to the Collection of Garbage.
In the Year of our Lord, One Thousand Nine Jluiuh-cd
and Sixteen.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of
Franklin as follows:
Section 1. The collection of garbage by the highway
department of the city shall be made at the times and
under the conditions herein set forth, and in no other
manner.
Section 2. Weekly collections will be made each
Saturday starting at seven a. m. at the Daniell bridge on
Central Street and continuing Easterly to the Sanborn
bridge, including Smith, Canal and Memorial Streets, and
Franklin Street Southerly from Central Street to Ayles
Court. Commencing at ten a. m. on each Saturday, col-
lections will be made on Main Street.
Section 3. That on the first Tuesday of each month
collections will be made on Willow Hill, Bow Street.
Glenwood Avenue, River Street, Terrace Street and
Ward 1 ; on Wednesday following, collections will be
made on Franklin Street and all streets Westerly to River
Street, and on Myrtle, IMeasant. ( )ak, ( )rchard, Pine and
Beech Streets, Highland and I'Jin Avenues; and on
Thursday, collections will be made on Prospect Street
and all streets between I^rospect and l-'ranklin Streets.
Section 4. it shall be the duty of all persons residing
within the limits hereinbefore set forth who desire to have
garbage or refuse matter removed by the city to i)lace
same in suitable receptacles that can be handled by two
men, carefully se]>ara(ing all papers, tins, bottles and other
materials from ashes, and placing them in sej)arate re-
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ceptacles. No garbage or refuse of any kind shall be put
into the highway unless placed in receptacles, and all re-
ceptacles shall be placed on the outer edge of the side-
walk a reasonal)le period in advance of the time specified
for collections.
Section 5. This ordinance shall take effect upon its
passage.
Approved. A. A. BEATON, Mayor.
Passed March 6, 1916.
Report of Committee on Street Lighting Relating to
Poles and Wires of Telephone and Other Companies.
To the Mayor and City Council of Franklin:
The Committee on Street Lighting to whom was referred
the subject matter, relating to the wires and poles of tele-
phone and other companies, having considered the same
herewith file their report and recommend that the same be
adopted, to wit
:
1. That poles of every kind and description and all over-
head wires of telephone or other companies on Central
Street, between the Daniell bridge, so called, and the San-
born bridge, so called, shall be removed on or before July
1st, 1916, and that all wires between said points on Central
Street shall hereafter be placed under ground, in accord-
ance with such rules and regulations as shall be prescribed
by the highway committee of said Franklin, with adequate
provision made for installing by the city of such wires in
the future as may be necessary for municipal purposes.
2. That the regulations now in force in said city rela-
tive to the erection of square poles by telephone and other
companies, as adopted by said city, May 13, 1901, be and
the same are hereby revoked as of July 1st, 1916, and that
telephone and other companies on and after July 1st, 1916,
may erect round, straight and painted poles on any street
in said Franklin, other than on Central Street between
Daniell bridge, so called, and Sanborn bridge, so called,
provided, such poles proposed to be erected and the loca-
tion of the same, shall first meet with the written approval
of the highway committee, said written approval to be filed
with the City Clerk of said Franklin.
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3. That the maintenance of United States Mail boxes
and fire alarm boxes are exempt from the provisions of the
regulations hereinbefore set forth.






Committee on Street Lighting
Approved, D. E. DAVIS, Mayor.
Adopted December 6, 1915.
"DANIELL SCHOLARSHIP."
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
fourteen.
A resolution relating to the "Daniell Scholarship."
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin as
follows:
Whereas, Jere R. Daniell of New London, Connecticut,
on the second day of April, 1914, by his written com-
munication of that date, addressed to the Mayor and
Council of the City of Franklin, expressed his intention
of establishing a free scholarship for graduates of the
Franklin High School to the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, in memory of his father, the late Warren
F. Daniell, and to be known as the "Daniell Scholarship,"
and together with his letter ^of the 16th of May, 1914,
in which he agreed to give the sum of two hundred and
fifty dollars each and every year, hereafter, beginning
September 1st, 1914, to cover the costs of tuition for one
student for four years in any one of the courses described
in the catalogue of the Institute, and.
That a student to be awarded this scholarship, in
whole or in part, nuist comply with the following named
conditions
:
First. He must have completed four years'
satisfactory work at the Franklin High School.
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Second. His parents or parent must reside in
Franklin and be unable without undue depriva-
tion, to pay the tuition required themselves.
Third. He must show during his four years'
work at the High school, marked ability in some
one of the several subjects covered by the In-
stitute courses.
In case several candidates present themselves
in any one year, the scholarship will be awarded
by competition in the entrance examinations for
the Institute. The candidate entering with high-
est standing to receive the award.
A holder of the scholarship will be expected to
maintain the same standard of work at the Insti-
tute as that required of holders of regular Insti-
tute scholarships and the scholarship will be
withdrawn in case the work is unsatisfactory.
The right is reserved to divide the amount of
the scholarship among several applicants should
such action seem desirable.
Be it resolved, That the City of Franklin fully appreci-
ates the spirit that prompted Mr. Daniell to establish this
scholarship for the benefit of the young men of said city,
thereby creating an additional incentive for higher educa-
tional advantages in those who through misfortune or ad-
versity would otherwise be prevented from obtaining the
same ; and,
Be it further resolved, That said City willingly accepts
said trust, and does hereby direct that the annual payment
of the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars shall be made
to the City Treasurer, who shall pay the annual tuition of
said student or students upon the presentation of the bill
for same by the Bureau of the Institute, and.
Be it further resolved, That a permanent Committee on
Scholarship shall be established to consist of the Chair-
man of the Board of Education, the Superintendent of
Schools and the Principal of the High School of said City
of Franklin, and.
Be it further resolved. That this resolution shall annually
be printed in the reports of said city.
Approved. W. W. EDWARDS, Mayor.
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